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Histori cal ly, the i nvento ry c o n trol p rob lem has been 
analyzed under the as sumpt i on t ha t the exact quantity or-
dered was delivered in one lot, a t t he end o f a p robab i l i stic 
or determi n i stic lead time , o r, al te rnatively, that rece i pts 
are the direct result of a continuous, fi xe d rate p roduc t ion 
process. I n this pape r , t he ef fec t of relax a tion of these 
assumptions i s considered . It i s qui te common in large i n-
ventory s y stems to have the t o t al quantity ordered deliv-
ered in i ncrements phased over time . Cont r ac ts p rovi d i ng 
for delivery o f short or e xce ss q uan t ities wi thin tolerances 
are also frequently encountered . Product i on rates may be 
stochast i c due to work stoppages, t he dive r s ion o f resources 
to meet h i gher priority requirements and othe r external f ac-
to r s. A fami l y of models, with a v a r iety of delivery con-
ditions, a r e presented . The op t i ma l opera t ing pol icies and 
costs of t h ese models are compared to the pol icies and costs 
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1 . 1 Backg round 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The inventory control problem is as old as history 
itself, but the first analytic studies of significance were 
those of Ford Harris and R. H. Wilson about 1915. These 
simple lot size models determine an optimal inventory pol-
icy in terms of a single variable, "The Economic Order 
Quantity." The assumpt i ons required for this model are 
quite strict, and yet this simple model is useful in many 
applications. It is an excellent model for uncomplicated 
inventory systems where there is little motivation for 
assuming stochastic variation in demand. Efforts between 
world wars extended this simple deterministic model but it 
was not until the growth of the Management Sciences and 
Operations Research after World War II that attention was 
given to the stochastic nature of the problem and to the 
complex nature of many inventory systems. Recentl y multi-
echelon systems have been examined and stochastic demand 
and lead time models have been analyzed. Consideration 
has been given to the special management problems of re-
pairable item systems and other complicated systems. It 
is perhaps surprising, then, that virtually all of the 
literature deals wi th models for which very strict deliv-
ery assumpt i ons are made. 
It is a l most universally assumed that either the 
exact quan t i t y ordered arrives at a single instant at the 
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end of a (stochast i c or de termi nis tic ) lead t i me, or, 
alternatively , that the exact quantity ordered be comes 
available at a continuous fixed rate, starting at the end 
of a (stochastic or determi n i stic) lead t ime. Note that the 
first assumption is a spec i al case of the second, with the 
delivery rate infinite. I t has also been generally assumed 
that an order is placed wi th a single source, selected for 
offering the lowest unit price or by some other p rocedure 
outside of the model . Little at t ention has been given to 
determining an optimal operating poli cy under other deliv-
ery assumptions . Exi sting literature which does apply to 
this problem will be referenced when appropriate. 
1.2 Methodology and Assumpt i ons 
The conventional deli very assumption actually consists 
of several ideas. First, the quantity is assumed to be 
exactly identical to the quanti ty ordered. Second, the 
receipt rate is assumed to be known, constant and con-
tinuous with the infini te r ate be ing the most usual version. 
Third, del ivery is assumed to be from one source, generally 
chosen outside of the model. Relaxation of each as pect of 
this assumption will b e d iscussed , although th i s p aper 
does not presume to remove all de livery restrictions or 
even to totally remove any one aspect of t he restriction. 
The basic approach wi ll be to cons ider model s which 
have relat i vely strict ass umptions concerning other fea-
tures of the s ystem. This approach i s necessary; other-
wise the models would be s o complex as to make the e ffe cts 
8 
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of the revised delivery assumptions very difficult to sep-
arate from other unrelated effects. In general, the models 
presented are either exact deterministic mode~s or approx-
imate probabilistic models. The occasional approximate 
deterministic model will be clearly labeled as to the 
approximations used and the reasons for doing so. In some 
cases, the probabilistic models are so designed as to pro-
vide qualitative information only, and some very rough 
heuristic rules are given as the only quantitative results. 
In some areas this type of result is very useful and exact 
models would have to assume knowledge of distributions and 
parameters which are not usually known. 
The basic technique will be to determine optimal 
values for the decision variables, where the optimal values 
are taken to be those which minimize the average variable 
cost. This is equivalent to minimizing the average total 
cost. The phrase, decision variable, is used here to de-
scribe those parameters over which the inventory manager 
has control. The setting of values for these parameters 
is the way in which an inventory manager exerts his in-
fluence over the inventory system. A soecific set of values 
for these parameters, in terms of the fixed inputs, con-
stitutes an operating policy. The average costs, referred 
to above, are time averages over a sufficient period of 
time to cover several order cycles. In this paper, exceot 
where specifically discussed, it will alway s be assumed 
that the fixed input parameters will remain constant over 
9 
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a sufficiently l ong period of time to a llow this assump -
tion: time ave rages are a n accurate r e flection of the 
costs to be min i mized . 
Throughout this paper , decis ion var iab l es wi ll often 
be considered a s if they were continuous when, in fact, 
they obviously take on only d iscrete i nteger values. The 
models could, of course, b e formulated f o r i nteger solu-
tion, using dif ference equations . However, continuous 
models are generally us ed because it i s eas i er to dete r -
mine optimal va lues using the calcu l us. · It is po i nted out 
that the genera l problem a ddress ed i n thi s paper makes 
little sense unless the variables have fa irly l arge values. 
Unless the order quantity and the demand r ate are fairly 
large numbers, there is little reason to consider any 
qelivery pattern but the usual one . The s ystems f or which 
this paper's results are most s i gni ficant and app licab l e 
will be ones fo r which demand is hundreds or thousands 
per year and o rder quanti ties are o f comparable si ze . 
Lead times are not specifically cons i dered fo r the 
determinis tic mode ls. Whi l e this is not an assump t i on in 
the conventional sense, it i s more conveni ently cons i dered 
at this point. The l ead time, T, is defined as the time 
lapse between the placemen t o f an o r der and the r ece i pt of 
the first increment of material. In deterministic demand 
and lead time mode ls, knowing the point in t i me at which the 
first receipt is r equired , it i s easy to determine the time 
at which an order should be placed. Equivalently , knowi ng 
1 0 
the amount of stock on hand required at the time of first 
receipt allows computation of a reorder level in terms of 
either in ventory position (IP), or net inventory (NI). 
The basic factors which allow the lead times to be assumed 
equal to zero in these models are: that IP and NI differ 
only be the on order (00) quantity which has a time aver-
age of AT , the lead time demand, and that each cycle will 
be identical to every other cy cle. It is then oossible to 
determine T1, such that 1 ' = T-mT, and mT ~ 1 < (m+l)T, 
where m is an integer. Now T ' lies between zero and T. 
We can then compute areorder time or reorder point using 
1'. When either demand or lead time ' is stochastic, de-
tailed consideration is required within the model. 
One assumption is not usually considered in the lit-
erature , but this author's experience with military in-
ventory management prompts its inclusion. The fiscal 
climate must be assumed adequate for optimal or at least 
constraineq optimal operation. Whether externql con -
straints such as warehouse space, total inventory value or 
number of contracts per year are imposed or not, a minimal 
cost will be derived, subject to the conditions imposed. 
It must be assumed that the controller of the purse strings 
will provide the money necessary to cover these costs or, 
when appropriate, will close down the system. This assump-
tion is basically equivalent to assuming that the s y stem is 
operated as a commercial enterprize or, at least, is usinq 
profit maximization or cost minimization as the basic goal . 
11 
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. It is fa i rly obvious that inventory systems are not 
necessari ly o rientated primari ly toward fiscal profit and 
loss . Mi lita ry inventory systems are, of ne cessity, pri -
marily ori ented toward effective support of the operat i ng 
forces in war or peace, with cost min i mization a s a sec-
ondary goal . A much broader approach i s required to 
evaluate op t imal policy in a trade off between maximal 
support (supply availability) and mi nimal cost, s i nce the 
former i s not easily translated into do llar t erms. It 
is also obvi ous that certai n i tems, beca us e of the ir e x -
tremely criti cal nature, will be hel d at high inventory 
levels, regardless of t he economic c os t in the narrow 
sense. The c limate in which the models of this p aper 
operate wil l b e assumed to be sub j ect to constraint only 
in such l i mi ted senses as floor space o r on hand v a l ue. 
A constrai n t o n dol l ars spent will not b e allowed , although 
such cons traints exi st in reality. 
1 . 3 Conventional De livery Models 
Fo r the conveni ence of the reade r, the followi ng re -
sults from inventory theo ry are given since they wi l l be 
referenced often . They are the "simple lot size " or "Wil-
son Q" mode l a nd a simple deterministic f i nite production 
rate mode l. 
The Wilson economi c order quantity model mi n i mi zes 
average total cost f or a s ystem where no shortages are 
allowed and t h e entire quantity ordered is delivered at 





assumed that the reader is f amiliar with t h is basic mode l 
and the pu rpose of presentation is to prov ide easy refe r -
ence in the notation to be used throughout th i s paper and 
to intr oduce the notation in a familiar context . Figure 
1 is a g r aphic representation o f the model. Si nce t h e o n 
order quantity is constant, it ne e d not be considered in 
the cos t minimization. Th e only decision variable is Q. 
Let KTC = Total cost per cyc le, where a cy cle is t he 
time perio d betwe e n successive orders or 
equivalently b e t ween successive deliveri es. 
K = Variable c o st per unit time. 
Q Order quantity . 
c = Unit price. 
A = Order cost. 
A. = Demand rate (de t erministic). 
I = Holding cost r ate (applie s to o n hand on ly) 
' b - Buffer stock (on hand at time of initial 
receipt) . 
* = As superscript implies an optimal value. 
The t ota l cost is the s um o f order cost , h o l d ing cost 
and the cost of the items. Now 
KTC = A + IC(~ + b)T + QC . 
It i s obvious, by inspection, that t h e cost wi ll be minima l 
when b = 0, since b < 0 would imply s hortages exis t which 
is p rohibited. To find K it is ne c essary to di v ide KTC 
b y T = Q/A. and drop the fixed and zero cost terms . The 
variable cost per unit time i s 
K = AA. + r eo Q T. 
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FIGURE 1 
WILSON "Q" MODEL 
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To find the opt i mal value of the decision vari able Q, set the 
derivative o f K with respect to Q equal to zero and solve for 
Q. 
dK = -A\ + I C = O 
d Q 7 2 
implies 
Q =/§J. 
2A\ > O 
~ 
implies this value of Q mi n i mi zes K. Now the optimal values 
are seen to be 
and 
Q* :: Q = !iiS: 
- w Vrc , 
b * = 0 ' 
K* :: K :::: / 2A \ IC 
w 
The simple deter ministic finite product i on rate model 
varies from the Wilson Q mode l in t hat delivery is assumed to 
be the resul t o f a conti nuous product~on process which allows 
immediate placement i nto s t ock. Fi gure 2 i llustrates this 
model . Inventory level builds up at a r a t e o f ~ - A. during 
the product i o n portion of the cycle and then i s depleted at 
the rate A. during the remainder of the cycle. Two new sym-
bols must be defined . Let ~ - conti nuous production rate as 
defined earlier and P = l ength of time during which produc-
tion takes place . Now 
A + I CT [ ~ (~; A.) + b J . 
15 
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Again, i t is obvi ous that b * = 0 . We d i v i de by T = Q/ \ and 
drop the f ixe d and zero co s t t erms t o fin d the vari able cost 
per uni t time , 
K = A\ + I CQ ('¥-\) Q 2 \jf • 
Set the deri v a t i ve wi t h r espect t o Q equal to zero and solve 
for Q. The second deriva tive with r espect to Q i s alway s 
greater t han or equal to ze r o, so th i s val ue of Q y i elds a 
minimum K. The opti mal v a lue s are 
Q* = = J 2AA ( IJ' ) = Qp I C IJ' - A 
b * = 0 ' 
P* = Q*/IJ' ' 
and 1 




INTRODUCTION TO PHASED DELIVERY MOD EL STRUCTURE 
2.1 General Discuss i on and Defi n itions 
In chapters two through five , several mode l s are pre-
sented. The assumption of a continuous finite or infinite 
delivery rate is relaxed, to allow incremental deliveries 
phased over a pe riod of time. It i s assumed that period-
ically, an i ncremental quantity q . will be rece i ved and after 
1 
an interval Ti another quantity qi+l will be received. The 
leadtime is T0 . Recall the l ead . time was _ pre~ious~y de fin~d 
to be the time between placement of an order and the receipt 
of the first delive ry of units . The total quantity ordered, 




I qi = Q 
i=l 
The jth lot arrives at a t ime 
after the order is 















is phased over a 
where T is the interva l be tween the delivery of the nth (last) 
n 
lot qn and the placement o f the nex t order. 
We will first conside r models for which t he delivery lot 
size and t ime interval s be twee n them are equal f or all values 
of i. That is q . = q fori= 1 ,2 , •.. ,n and T . = T for 
1 J 
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j=l,2, ... ,n-1. We will then cons 3.der models ~ n whl ch the l o t 
sizes and lntervals may be arbitrary. 
One comm o n assumption is made for all of the followinq 
phased deli very models. When the number o.t del.L veries is a 
(potential) variable, the order cost is of the form A+ nB 
where A is order cost occurring as a result of placing the 
order and B is the component of order cost rPsultinq from the 
delivery of an increment or lo~. To a very close acoroxima-
tion the elements of order c o st over a cerl od of time are 
either proportional to the number o f orders p laced and may 
be included in A, or ar e p roportional to the number 0f ship-
ments received and may be ~ncluded in B, or are proportional 
to the number of units p urchased and may be Hlcl uded in che 
unit cost C of the ltem. For example, the admln~strative 
cost of letting a contract and set-up costs are lncluded ln 
A, the administrative cost of shioping and recelving a lot 
is included in B and the carrier's transportat~on charge ~e r 
pound is inc·luded in C. 
Inventory systems often recel ve ordered q uantltles l n 
increments and could do so more f requently if conv~nced lt 
. , 
was desirable. Many inventory manager s have recognlzed the 
value of placing a contract against wh1ch calls may be made, 
wh·ich is a type of phased delivery. In fact , on 9 Mav 19 6 7 , 
Cyrus Vance, then Deputy Secretary of the Depcirtment or De-
fense , in a memo randum to the Secretary of the Army stated 
that deliveries from procurement should b6 scheduled lnto 
stock in proportion to anticipated lssues, ~l nce, ln t hl s 
19 
way, operating levels may be controlled without effecting the 
total order quantity or frequency of reordering. 
A manufacturer may have some or all of the quantity of 
the item ordered on hand in his own inventory system, or he 
may have to produce the item after receiving the order. There 
is, in general, an administrative lead-·_ time : arid ~-po.tentially 
(unless the entire quantity is available · in ' the producer's 
inventory) a production lead . time ·:until '.:.the .Cfirs:t ~-item : cexce,p:t 
for a partial quantity on hand) comes off the end of an 
assembly line completed. All items may be completed as a 
batch, but more frequently, assembly line production will im-
ply a finite discrete or continuous production rate. We will 
define a discrete de l ivery rate R which is dependent upon the 
production rate ~. However, R need not be equal to ~ and may 
be either larger or smaller than ~. Usually, in current 
practice, shipment is made in one batch after the entire 
quantity has been produced leading to R = oo, the case of a 
single delivery which is covered well in the literature. 
The assumption that the delivery rate is continuous and 
finite has also been well covered, but this assumption is 
unrealistic unless deliveries occur at very short time inter-
vals (one a day perhaps). Charges for shipment must be in-
significant or dependent only on the total units shipped. A 
combination warehouse factory or a warehouse adjoining a fac-
tory meets these criteria and the finite rate model is prob-
ably excellent for use in managing a producer's ' inventory of 
finished products located in a factory warehouse. However, 
this assumption rapidly loses its applicability, as distance 
20 
enters the picture, or whenever two or more distinct ·act~i v-
i ties are involved. If the source is some distance from the 
inventory location, it will not usually be feasible to ship 
continuously and we must cons i der R, the discrete analogue 
of ~. This paper will, hereafter, reserve the notation R for 
a discrete delivery rate and use ~ when a continuous produc-
tion and delivery procedure i s considered or as a limiting 
value for R. Basically , the reader is expected to think o f 
R as fixed size shipments arrivi ng at f i xed time intervals . 
For example, R = 200 per month implies one shipment of 200 
units is received once each month. 
In addition, phased deliveries will usually decrease 
lead time which i s almost universally accepted as a desired 
objective in "real world" s y stems. Obvi ously , it will be pos-
sible in many cases to have material shipped as it is produced 
rather than waiting for all units to be ready for delivery . 
This has the advantage of effectively reducing the lead · time 
for a portion of the order quantity. 
The models which follow represent a selection of theoret-
ical and practical systems. The first is primarily designed 
as a starting point for analysis and to show the relationship 
between phased delivery and the conventional delivery assump-
tion. The later models are designed to represent real s y s-
tems and give practical guidance for setting operating policy 
under the conditions assumed. 
2.2 A Simple Theoretical Model 
Th i s model is a no shortage model which assumes the man-
ager has the opti on of getti ng some number, n, of equal sized 
21 
shipments, q, at equal intervals, T. The effect of the man-
ager's contr ol ove r each of the parameters (number, size and 
interval) is investigated. 
The decision variables are n, q and T. Shipment wi l l 
be made in n equal s i zed lots, each of q units , at intervals 
T. In the conventional delivery mod e l s n = 1, q = Q and T 
is undefined. Note that AT > q is infeasible since the demand 
rate A exceeds the suppl y rate R = q/T . Therefore it will be 
required that q ~ AT . Then Q = qn and T = qn/A. The order 
cost per cycle is A + Bn, so t h e order cost per uni t time is 
(A+Bn) A = AA + BA . 
qn q n q 
Holding costs per cycle are proport i onal to the area under 
the net inventory curve. Refer e nce to Figure 3 shows that 
an easy way to get this are a i s b y subtracting the small 
parallelograms from the larger t riangle with area ~QT. Each 




i = n(n-1) 2 
of them. Thus holding cost per cycle is 
IC ~(QT-qTn(n-1 )) 
IC 
= ~ (qnT- TAT (n-1)) , 
and holding cost per unit t ime i s 






















N-INCREMENT DELIVERY MODEL 
(N= S) 
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Combining these terms t he average variable cost is: 
K = A/.. + B).. + IC¥n _ ICn /.. T + IC /.. T 
qn q 2 2 · 
If n .> 1 then K is mi n i mal when T is maximum. But /..T < q, 
therefore, T = qj /.. when n > 1. 
When n = 1 the formulation reduces to the Wilson Q model, 
q = Q = Q with an order cos t A ' =A + B. The interval be-
w 
tween deliveries , T~ i s indeterminate when n = 1 . (Define 
T = 0 when n = 1 fo r conveni ence of notation.) 
However, we are primari ly i nterested in the case when 
n f 1 and K is minimum for T = qj /.. . That is T* = q*//... The 
problem has now been reduced to two decision variables since 
T* has been shown to be a funct i on of q*. 
Now we can rewr ite K s i nce when T = qj/.., 
I ~ (qn- /.. Tn+/..T) = I ~q 
so that K becomes 
K = A/.. + B ).. + ~ . 
nq q 2 
Now set the derivatives of K wi th respect t o q and n 




A /.. B ).. IC 
= --2 - 2 + 2 = 
nq q 
1 
q = [ 2 (A+nB)J2 niC 
Cl K - A/.. an= -2- = 0 
n q 
0 ' 
( 2 .1) 
( 2. 2) 
The Hessian is pos itive definite so we have a mi nimum. Now 
equation (2.2) implies that either n* = oo and q* > 0 or else 
2 4 
q* = oo and n* > 0 . But n cannot be less than 1 so from equa-
tion (2 . 1) 
2 = 2A\ + 2B \ < ~ (A+B) 
q nrc rc rc 
Therefore q is finite and the optimum must be with n* = oo 
Now n* = oo implies 1 
q* = [2~~] 2 
The optimal value of K is found by substituting n* and q* 
into the equation for K. 
or 
1 
K = A \ [IC ]2 + 
oo 2B \ 
1 
K = (2B \ IC) 2 . 
This result is of the same form as the Wilson Q, but has B 
in place of A. This is not unexpected, since A is spent only 
once while B is spent as a result of each delivery. Q = nq 
is infinite and it seems quite reasonable that the Wilson 
formula apply to each increment rather tl:)an to the infinite 
order quantity, Q. However, such an infinite order quanti t y 
is obviously not applicable to any real system . Indeed, this 
model has ignored many realistic constraints. Conditions v ary 
over time and organizations are reluctant to commit themse l ves 
over long periods . It is therefore important to consider the 
results when n is constant (not a decision variable) or con-
strained o Other constraints will be considered in a later 
JTlodel. 
When n is constra i ned to some maximum value N, the optimal 
soluti on from equation (2.2) i s for n 2q to be a maximum wh i ch 
25 
occurs when n is equal to its maximum allowed value N. If n 
is constant (n=N ) or restricted to finite values,(n~N) then 
1 
and 
q* = [2 \ (A+NB)l2 NIC J 
n* = N , 
1 
[ 2N\I(AC+NB) J 2 Q* = q*N = 
The optimal value for K is fo und by substituting n* and q* 











N2 2\(A+NB) + 2 \(A+NB ) K* 
or 1 
K* = [2IC~(A+NB ) ] 2 
This value of K* is always less than the conventional K 
w 
since (A+NB)/N is : less than A' =A+ B, the order cost for 
the Wilson Q model. 









These results appe a r qualitatively reasonable since holding 
cost is reduced relative to the Wilson Q formulation by the 
incremental delivery schedule, while with B = O;order cost is 
unchanged . It can be seen that this will increase total order 
26 
.. 
quantity but require q be less than 0 and result in an 
-w 
optimal cost, K*, which is less than K , the Wilson cost. 
w 
2 . 3 Comparison with Finite Production Rate .Model 
It is also informative to note the relationship of 
thjs model to the finite production rate model. Consider 
the optimal n given fixed values for q and T. Recall 
R = q/T is the discrete analogue of o/ and that R+o/ as T and 
q+ O and n+oo . Also recall 
K = AA + BA + IC (qn-n AT+ AT ) 
nq q 2 
If we let B equal zero then 
= -~A + I~ (q- AT) = 
n q 




= [ 2AA J 2 
ICq(q- AT ) 




implies that a minimum exi sts at the solution point. Now 
Q = nq so that 
Q* = qn* = 
1 
[ 2A\ q J 2 = IC {q- AT ) 
Note that this can be wri t ten as 
1 
Q * = Qw (R ~ A) 2 
This result is consistent wi th t he finite production model 
with R replaci ng o/. It i s exact l y the same result in the 
limit as T and q go t o ze r o and n goes t o i nfinity. 
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CHAPT ER 3 
CONSTRAINED PHASED DEL IVERY MODELS WITH EQUAL 
DEL I VERY LOT SIZE AT EQ UAL I NTERVALS 
3.1 General Discussion 
It is obvious from the pre c edi ng model that an uncon-
strained incremental de livery mode l i s appl i cable only 
when the man ager has ve r y e xtens ive control over t he s y stem 
and knowledge of t he presen t and fu t ure values o f the p aram-
eters involved. Altho u gh the i n vent ory manager wi ll very 
seldom have such complete contr o l o f the delivery process, 
he will usua l ly have some degre e o f control or a set of 
choices he can e x e rcise . 
The following pha s ed delivery models assume varying 
degrees of contro l , and apply r e alis t i c constr a ints to the 
system . The mode ls have i n creased management control i n 
order of presentation. The fi r s t sec t ion actually contains 
two models. We first assume T a nd q are f i xed c o nstants 
set by the manufacturer (only n is v ariable) a nd t hen assume 
that the p roduct i on (de livery) r ate q /T is f i xe d a s a ratio 
but that sub j ect to q/T equals R we can va ry q, T, and n. 
This is a restricte d 2 vari able mode l. The next model i n 
the series fixe s only t he i nterval T between deliveries and 
leaves q an d n a s vari ables . The fi nal model is a three 
variable model with T, q and n r es tricted only by inequal~ 
ity constrai nts . 
These mode ls are determi n is tic models des igned fo r 
application whe rever expected v alues can be u s e d i n lieu of 
2 8 
random variables for demand , l ead time, and order quantity. 
Shortages will not be al l owed in these models " Probabil-
istic considerat i ons and a d iscussion of shortages will be 
cons i de r ed in sections 5.1 and 5 o2 . 
The models are s i milar to the mode l of section 2.2, 
but the effect o f the varying degr ee o f management control 
and the constra ints is to limit t he sear ch for optimal 
operating policies t o an a r e a of f eas i b l e s olutions . Th i s 
helps to ins ur e applicab l e, i mp l ementable results . 
Some d i scuss i on of des i rable constraints i s neces-
sary . The most obvi ous cons traint s are that n and q must 
be pos itive integers . For t he reasons discussed earlier, 
we will not r equire n and q to be integers but the con-
straints n ~ 1 and q ~ 1 prove use ful. A constraint on T 
of the form T z a puts an upper bound on del i very frequen-
cy which may be necessary to pre vent an unreasonable work-
load on the r e ceiving dep a r tment . Direct constraints on q 
of the form q ~ M may be necessary to prevent overloading 
of warehouses or to keep t he shelf time down to prevent 
spoilage . Cons traints of the f o rm q ~ m1 may be neces-
sary to insure carload lot s ize shipp i ng economi es o r to 
keep the value above some mi nimum order s iz e . For s i mpl i -
ficat i on, recall that q ~A T , so T z a i mplies AT ~\ a= m2 
wh i ch is equiva l ent to q ~ m2 • If we have seve ral con-
straints of the f orm q > m. , we c an combine them into one 
1. 
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this way constraints on T and q can be consolidated into a 
pair of constraints q ~ m and q ~ M. 
In a real sys tem uncertainty always exists and there 
is always an explicit or implied planning horizon which 
may not be exceeded. In thi s context, a constraint on 
maximum time for use of ordered assets is imposed. This 
constraint may be applied in the form Q/A· ~ T or nq ~ KT. 
Obviously the time constraint is exac t ly equivalent to a 
constraint on maximum order quantity nq = Q applied di-
rectly. A constraint on maximum order 
value would be exactly equivalent in form. If the maximum 
order quantity mus t be less than X dollars, QC ~ X is 
X 
exactly equivalent to Q ~ c = w2 . If several such con-
straints were to be applied, they could all be put into 
the form Q ~ W. and the single constraint, Q ~ W = min (W . ) 
1 i 1 
insures all are met . This constraint,Q = nq ~ WJis non-
linear in terms of the decis ion variables, · n : and q . Sim-
ilarly
1 
a nonlinear constraint o f the f orm
1
w ~ Q = nq
1
could 
be imposed to keep down the workload on the purchasing 
department . 
An upper bound on n, wh i ch was applied earl i er, is 
rather arti ficial, since the constraints on T and Q prob-
ably represent the true motivation for constraining n. 
~ote . that the constr aints used imply 1 ~ n s ~ 
m 
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A constraint on maximum on hand quantity would be a 
constraint of the f orm n (q- AT) s z . Th i s constraint is 
not i mposed here to prevent overcomplicating the model, but 
it is obvious t hat the constraints i mposed defi ne an upper 
bound on the maxi mum stock on hand. Since nq = Q s W, 
n ~ 1 and A > 0 it is obvious that for n = 1 the maximum 
on hand i s Q s W, i mmedi a t ely after r ece ipt o f the quantity 
Q. If n > 1 then T > 0 and t he maximum on hand quantity 
will be n ( q- ~ T) = Q - n ~ T S W - ~ T s W. The maximum on 
hand quantity occurs i mmediately after the nth receipt. 
When n is g reater t han one, the maximum on hand will prob-
able be very much less than W. 
3 . 2 De livery Size and Interval Fixed 
Suppose the source of material offers shipments of 200 
on the first o f each month . Now q and T are given constant 
parameters and our o nly decis i on variable is n . Recall 
that for feas i b ility, q mus t be g r eater or equa l to AT. 
See Fi gure 4 for a g raphic r e presen t ation of a c y cle . 
From the prior model we have total variable cost 
K = AA + BA 
nq q 
I C ;2 (nq-n AT+ AT) . 
Since n i s the only deci s ion variab l e, the variable cost K 
can be rewri tten as: 
K = AA + I C (q - AT) n 
nq 2 
To fin d the optimal n, we set the deri vative of K with 
re s pect t o n equal to zero a nd solve for n, checking to 
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DELIVERY SIZE AND INTERVAL FIXED 
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insure the second derivative of K with respect to n is 





for all n ~ oo . 
a minimum. Now, 
-AA IC (q- AT) = 
-2- + 2 
n q 
1 
n' = [ 2AA J 2 
ICq(q- AT) 




There will be no problem with imaginary roots since 
q : AT and all parameters are strictly positive. If 
n' < l,then n* = 1 and T = 0, otherwise n* = n'. 






[ n2; 2 reg (g- AT ) J 








= [2A AIC (g-; T) J 
1 
[ (IC)
2 (q- A-r) 2 2AA J 2 
4 ICq(q- AT) 
BA + IC AT 
+ 2 2 I 
+ IC AT 
~I 
which may be greater or less than Kw,depending upon the 
values of the input paramet ers. The manager has insuffi-
cient control over the s i tuation to guarantee a cost less 
than K . 
w 
If n' < 1 then n* = 1, T = 0 and 
K = (A+B) A 
q 
and is equal to Kw i f and only if q is equal to Qw 
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Before pass ing on to t he next point, it is worth 
noting that if q = /...T + s then lim n* = oo • Also 
s-+0 
and 
l im K* 
s-+ 0 
= B/... + ~ 
q 2 
which is of the form of K w and is minimal when 
/2B\ 
q =vrc-. 
Now let us supp ose that t h e manufacturing source o f fers 
shipments at any intervals but will ship all items pro-
duced since the last shipment. That is q = 'i'T where '¥ is 
the production rate. q i s a decis i on v ariable but T is 
restricted b y the relationship q = 'i'T , so we can substi-
tute q/'1' _for T. For fe asibility '¥ 2:. /... . Then 
K = ~~ + B; + Ii (nq-nq~ + ~) . 
Now we take the derivatives of K with respect to n and q 





-A/... -nB/... IC (n-n /... + /...) = O 
--2--2+2 '¥ 4 
nq nq 
2 q = 
2 /... (A+nB) 
· n/... /... • 
nrc (n-:..;:,.:.+-) 
'¥ '¥ 















= ICq 2 
2AA 
= ICn 2 
(~~J 
(IJI ~ A) 
The Hessian is always pos i tive defin.i te, so that we are 
assured of having a minimum. Setting the two equat i ons for 
q 2 in terms of n equal to each other, · we get n* ±n terms of 
the invariant parameters, which can .e subs.ti tut:ed _in±o 
either equation to find q*. We now have 
1 
n* = [~ (~~JJ 2 
and 
1 
q* = [;~~] 2 
which imply 
1 
* [ IBJ2 T * = L = ~ ~ IC . 
It is probably not surpri s i ng to see that 
1 
Q* = q*n* = [2:CA ( ~ ~ A )] 2 
which is the same result as for the finite production rate 
model of the conventional literat ure (see Section 1.3). 
This means that we can decide on our total order quantity 
in the usual fashion and then ex post facto deciae on our 
delivery schedule us i ng the p receding model. 
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Howe ver , it is probably most surpri s ing to fi nd q* , 
the optimal de livery lot size, is a f unct ion of~, the p r o -
duction r ate , and not A, the demand rate . It has t he usua l 
form fo r a n op t imal order s ize formula o therwise. The A 
dependen cy i s built into the optimal value of n*. Perh a p s 
the bes t intuitive explanation for thi s is that the choi ce 
of q* a n d T* i s forced on us by the d e livery condition and 
our demand · rate must exert its influen ce through t he value 
of n . 
I n a dra f t Army Material Command r eport, Deemer and 
Hoekstra [ 3 ] consider a p r obabilistic ve rsion of t his model. 
They simpli f y the model by assuming t h a t T is always fixed 
at one month a nd that delivery quanti t y is not only cons t ant, 
but exactly e q ual to AT, the expected mo nthly demand. The 
probabil i s tic nature of demand implie s an increasing r i s k o f 
stock out , s i n ce the expected safety s t o ck remains cons tant 
throughout t h e contract pe riod . This r esults in a h i g h p ro-
tecti on leve l during the early part of t he contract peri od, 
and lowe r pro t ection late in the cycle . It would a p pea r 
better to choos e a delive r y lot s ize s omewhat i n excess of 
AT . Th is wil l result in the expected value of the sa f ety 
level i n crea sing as the demand variability increases. Fo r 
a given expenditure for holding safety stock , we would b e 
able to mainta in a fixed protection level, or mak e a n a pp rop -
riate trade off between ris i ng risk a nd rising stoc k l e ve l s. 
For examp le, consider a one y ear c ontract period wi th 
month ly delive ries . Assume demand i s normally distrib ut ed 
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with a time dependent standard deviation a = t, where t is 
in months. We decide to hold 156 unit months of sa-fety stock. 
If we establish a constant safety level of 1.3 un.its with q 
equal to the expected monthly demand, then the average pro-
tection level is 
l/12 (1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 + .9994 + .9953 + .9849 + .9684 
+ .9479 + .9257 + .9032 + .8814 + .8606) 
= .9639 
If we establish an increasing safety level by starting with 
a safety level of two and let q be equ:al to the expected 
monthly demand plus two units, the safety level during ~he 
ith month will be 2i. Since the standard deviation in the 
ith month is i, the average protection level will be constant 
at .9773. 
In this example, we can increase the expected perform-
ance with the same average safety level by using an order 
quantity greater than the monthly demand and allowing the 
safety level to build up during the contract period. 
3.3 Delivery interval fixed 
In this model it is assumed that T is fixed, while n 
and q are decision variables. This type of problem would 
arise whenever shipping schedules were externally set. Ac-
tually there may be a choice of several values for T. For 
example, a heavy i tern may be transported by ship with a ·twice 
a month schedule. Then our choices for T are month, 1 
month, l · ~ months, etc. An item which is batch produced may 
have a 4 month batch p roces s ing time. If only one batch can 
be p r oduced at a time, we could, under certain conditions, 
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model this with . T equals 4 months, 8 months , e tc. In some 
applications, management po licy may specify a T whi ch is 
based on factors exogenous t o the mode l. Top management may 
specify monthly de liveries of r aw mate rials based on a com-
bination o f shipping schedules, storage capacity, and the ex-
tra workload due to more frequent deliveries . If more than 
one value of T is possible , t he so lution procedure must be 
repeated for each value of T and the pro per value of T chosen 
by compari s on o f the costs of the r es u lting opti mal operating 
policies . It will b e seen later that only part of the compu-
tation need be recalculated . 
Recal l q must be greater or equal to \T for feasibility 
and 
K = A\ + nB\ + I C (nq-n \T+\ T) 
nq nq 2 (3.1) 
We follow the usua l procedure. 
8K 
= 8q 
-A\ nB \ I Cn O 
---2 - ~ + --2- = 
nq nq 
implies 
( 3. 2) 
This describe s a "valley" in the n,q plane's firs t q uadrant 
for which the value of q is optima l g iven any value for n. 
Note that when n is equal to 1 the optima l value of q is Qw. 
To confirm that the valle y i s a valle y o f minimums, not a 
ridge of maximums, we i nvestigate the second derivative. 
A A. nB \ 
--3 + --3 > 0 . 
nq nq 
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Now substi tuting equation (3.2) into equation (3.1), we get 
the cost as a function of n only,with optimal (minimum cost) 
q chosen for each n b y equation (3.2). The equation for the 
cost in the "valley " is 
1 1 
K = A (A+nB) (IC) I 
[2 /c (A+nB)] 2" 
+I~ [2 /c (~~nB)J2" 
1 1 




+ TC AT 
2 
Now to find the optimal value of n we consider the derivative 
1 
Cl K (2 /c iC) 2B AT"IC an = 1 - --2-- = 
2(A+nB)2" 








-(2 /c iC) 2B 
= 3 < 0 , 
4(A+nB)2" 
implies we have a maximum. That is the valley has a high point 
and decreases toward the right and left from the point where 
2 B A 
n = 
/c iC T2 - B . 
This value may be positive or negative and the portion of the 
"valley" we are interested in may slope downward to the right 
or left or to both right and left. Figure 5 shows a contour 
map of a typical K over the f i rst quadrant of the n, q p lane. 














Note : The "valle y" · is between two arrows marked 
low . Point P is the highes t point in the 
'.'valley". 
FI GURE 5 
CONTOUR MAP OF K OVER n, q PLANE 
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n 
asymt tic to t h e q = 0 line. This is co-n·sist~nt with the. re-
sults o f the ini t ial phased de-li very rqadel. o.f = s:ec.tion Z. 2. 
Now we introduce the following; co:ns·traiintS' 
n > 1 1 
q > m 
and 
w < nq = Q .2 w· • 
W 1• w and m are chosen as discussed in· t,he: p:t:av:io.us section 
and may represent the most strict o f' ~ev:era·r verbalized con-
straints. Figure 6 shows a typica'l - v:a:J.;Iey.· and' cons-traint 
s-et-.. Feasible solutions must l j,:_e wi..th the= "crescent" area 
and th:e valley is the. Line of opt±ma-I (mirrima:-r. cost·) values 
of q for values o·f n. The peak in the;. va~.ley- is no~t shown 1 
s,,i:nce. Lt will not he.. necessar y t o know ;i:..~ e~a:c.t- Location 
whLch may be to the· right or left or. wi;,thd:n: the· constraint 
In. order to: fully describe· th~ ~vnf~ce crf. K valueo over 
the n..1 q plane we need to consider tnT<Se' adoitiorral things. 
First 1 how does K behave on a cons·t:rai n t bpWldary wi.th Q = 
nq~ fixed? To find out we substi.tute=. Q. ~or nq· in equation 
(3.1) to get 
K = AA. + nB A. + ICQ _ nLGA.T. +-~-
Q Q 2 2 2 
n B A. -nTC'A T The only variable terms are Q and 2 . ., 
Therefore 1 K is monotonically incr.e:a-s·in~g o-r ae.creasing with 
ff LCT 
respect to n dependent upon whethe,~: Q- - '"""2 is positive or. 
negative . The second cons iderat i on is~ t .fre D:ehavior of K over 




( 0 '0 ) n 
.f' 
I;.,,,_, 
Note: Shaded a rea i s feasible solution set . 
~· ... -·~ 
T FJ:GURE 6 
.) 
TYPICAL··; "VALLEY" AND FEASIBLE SOLUTION SET 
.i. ·.:, ·' 
.l ,· 
l: .. \. 
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for q i n equation (3.1) to get 
K __ AA + BA + ICnm ;r~.c-nA.-r [CAT nm m -2-- · :2 ~ ·~
,Ror feasa b i li ty m ~ AT. If m = Art 'th~p X ,dle,cr.ea-ses moncton-
ically as n increases. If ~ .2: AT dre ±:e'I.C'Cls ~0f ·K which de·pend 
on n are of the form C1 /n + c2 n whe:li-e Cl and ,c2 a:re .:rx>si:tive 
.constants . 
and 
·c 1 = 
AI. 
m 
'.Thd.s implies tbat .K has a minimal v:al•ue 16.or :s:Gme n sucJn tha't 
0 < ll* < OP Specifically 
!1. 
~ 
* [ 2At.. n 
n = · rari (m-'A T ) j · 
Un'foctunate a.y ,, this point is not :neceSlsaciiy _i;n ewe "-va[l1.ey". 
Final ily, a CiJUd.rC'k lo0k at ecqua·tioll. (( ~ .. . 2» .ij.!:n ~be fo!tlm 
il. 
- [ 2A (A+nBf 1 ~ Q = nq - IC ~ 
shows that the "valley" h a s h i gher vahle's of Q for higher 
va l. ues of n, sir.1ce n is always pos:d.tive.. 'nhis i .nsures that 
the "val l ey " ri s es , r elative to .li•l'le'~ o'f constant G val·l:1e, 
such as the non-lin e a r boundaries 'formed 'by the Q con-
at.raints. 
We now h a ve s u fficien t facts tG .determ~·ne t 'he optimal 
solution. L us marshall the f acts in order to s ee clearly 
where · h optimal value s lie. 
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Fi rs t, for any given value of n, the valley contains 
the uncons tra ined opt imum value of q . The value of K as a 
.. 
funct i on o f Q on ly i s monotonically increasing as we mov e 
away from the valley. Therefore , for any value of n for 
which the v a lley is outs ide the fea s i ble so lution set, the 
optimal q i s on the boundary "nearest" the valley . 
Second , the valley slopes downward tow a r d at l east one 
end, and the r e fore the section of valley wi th i n the feasible 
solution se t has its mini mum at a boundary. 
Thi r d , the first two arguments insure t hat t he optimal 
values o f q and n lie' on a boundary constra i n t. 
, Four t Q, s.ince we know that along cons tra i nts o f con-
stant Q v a lue K monotonica lly increases t o ·e ither the right 
r 
o r left, the opt i mum cannot be on such a constrain t . 
- i'- . ---
Now we can conclude = tha,t the optimum f e a s i ble solution 
i s o n the . constant~ n-J ,- 1 with w ~:- q .s W and- ·q ;:::: m, o r on 
t he cons traint q 'i = .'ffi ·wd.th ·w/m ,..S n ~ W/m, an d n ;:::: 1 . 
We will need ~o compute and compare the c ost of t wo 
. t 
soluti ons t o find thle - optimal pol'lcy. (1 First we cons i der the 
candidate . op timu-m wG.:=th n ~ ~=r 1, . a f.J. d ' , ·· ., ! e 
'.) 
" 
If q < max ·(w,m) -t...hen--q ' ·· = max • (w,m) . ·' .If q · > W t hen q' = W 
otherwi s e q' = q . Now compute K'' for n' and q'. · Then • 
.compute t .he . 0\bhl:e-r ~noH.date · ·optimum with q " = m, · a n d 
1 
... 
[ 2AA. J 2" n = rcm(m- A.T) , 
J · . 
j 
n" = W/m. Otherw.ise n" = n. Now Q~l_!):Qtt;! ·K" ·f0:r n" ·and q". 
+he minimum of l<' and K" .is I\• ~ana .n• ·ana ~·* are the 
corresponding n and q values. 
It is interesting to note that, .t.-n gen·er.al 1 the opti-
mal po.licy is either the convent,i..on·a]. $i:nqn.e increment ool-
icy 1 or else the opposite ext.reme; "(i).r.a·~;- ·tb~ mi.n·imum allowed 
.increment size and the maximum al~~wed t.ot:al q.uan·tit.y. How-
ever, if the Q co.nstraints are sevel:.e ·o:r :m i.Si ·comparable in 
magnitude to A and T is very small, ·fh:;i.~  'CI!>mmen:t m·ay not 
apply. 
3. 4 Full Con:tro'l of .Deli very Size ·~n" . .In<t.erval. 
.Auume we have full control ov:.e·r n ., ., _, :and. rq. J;3.ased on 
prior models 1 we anticipate the ne.~a '-fe~ a ao.ns:t.raint on 
·maximum order size. That is 1 we ·will .r.equ:i:re .nq to be less 
than .or equal to some maximum o.r:de~ s .i•e .M. ·sJ.,nce ·tnis 
.model i ·s O.etermini·stic, we will .ha've T:a,C}:l .cye].e identi..cal. 
Now ·order cos·t pe·r ·unit time i-s 
AA + BA 
nq q 
and holding cos t per unit ~ime i-s 
IC T (nq - nA 1'-+AT r).,, 
so t h at 
AA + BA + ·IC K = nq q 2 (nq-.p;\ T+AT:) .. 
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Let us first consi,der the opt i mal value of T. 
= 
1i ( 1- n) A .::; o 
for all n ~ l. 
This impl i e s K i s linear in T and inspecti on shows that 
' ~ J ' ·., "' I .• ~ (. 
K decreases as T increases . However, for feas i b i lity 
''I - ( . • ... 
. :. . .. 
q > AT so that we c a n dete r mi n e T* in terms of q*. That 
., .. 1 ·.· "~·· 
is, we have reduced the mo del to two variables , and 
T* = q*/A. Th is allows us t o substi tute q/ A for T and K 
becomes 
K = AA + BA + I C q . 
nq q 2 
Now we se€v ·that s incte K decrea ses as nq increases and nq _:::. M 
·n*q* wil.l b~ e q u al·' t -o -M ~ a n d we can determine ·n * in terms 
of q* '·· ·. We · can now s Ubsti tute M/q for n and K becomes 
; :· AA BA I C q 
K = -- + -- + --M q 2 
The first term is a c onstan t ,so the variable cost K which 
. ..... .. :-...~ 
we wish to min i mize i s 
K = BA + I C q q 2 • 
and we see that we have reduced t h e model to a single de-
cision variable, q. This is i mmed iately recognizable as 
being of the s i mple lot _ $ ~2e f orm with 
* - /2iii_ q - \1 ~ . 
In terpre.t ,a tic:n _q f ; .:th~ , opt ima l po).~cy is now simple and 
straight foward. The opt imal lo t s i ze is comp uted, using 
the Wilson s i mp l e l o t size formula with only the B cost 
term used a s "order cost ". A is s pent at inter vals of M/ A 
4 6 
and its cost cocntribut·ion is .m-eter.mJLn:e.a -~ tP:e <external 
poll •cy decision never to o.rder ·mo:~~ ·t-~ 'M.. ·mb·e -optimal 
i.n·t-erval between de~i. veries i cs d~t~-:rmtnea l;>y ·:the +"e:l..a:t:dron-
-ship -r* ·= q*/A. The optimal t.o·ta"l 'Gird~ :i>s .M a ad ·the·!r'e:f'crr,e 





CONSTRAINED, PHASED DELIVERY MODELS WITH 
UNEQUAL DELIVERY LOTS AND UNEQUAL INTERVALS 
4.1 
!· ) 
General , Discussion 
The main appl ication of uneq ual delivery increment or 
interval assumptions is to model s i ngle period non-steady 
state systems. Such delivery; obvi ously, coul d never be 
truly optimal in a steady state. However, we may want to 
accept unequal delivery increments to minimize lead time 
when producer has an increasing production rat e as a re-
sult of having a partial quantity on hand, or applying 
additional resources to the i tem ' s production as other con-
tracts are phased out. While the following models presume 
such an increasing ra te, it would be relatively easy to mod-
el a decreasing rate if desired. The first model makes no 
assumption as to the relative size of delivery increments. 
These mode ls have limited applicability and the more 
basic question of variable production rates is taken up 
in section 7 .1 . The first and most general of these mod-
els is considered in some detail and shortages are allowed. 
The latter two models are formulated and a solution tech-
nique i s given but are not fully explored s ince the assump-
tions are exceedingly restrictive. 
It is important to re cal l that in steady state systems 
the optimal procedures r e sul t in repetitive identical cycles, 
and any forced deviat ion from identical replication will be 




would never voluntarily choose uneq.uq.l de.J,.ivery .increments 
or intervals except ~s a respons~ :bo prpbabi~.i,:sti.o influ-
ences or changin~ parameters. This 11\ean.s that l:;lasically 
I 
this ~et of models should only he app:lied wl'le~ o~tside con-
dit-ions require their use. 
4. 2 Fr·actiona],. Deli very at Fixe~ :Une.q.u~ Int~rva"ls 
This series of models is an a :ut,grcwth and ~xtensipn 
of an exercis-e in Hadie_y and Whiten :[.1·1f D.emand is deter-
ministic. It is initia'lly a~s:s.umeq ~1:;. no .~ar±age's are 
allowed and that delivery wil.l be nraae :d.n tw.o 'increments 
q 1 and g 2 , which may not be eq·ual in sd..z.e,. :Mpre specif-
ically, a fraction f 1 of the total ·quantity ordered, Q., 
will be delivered first, and then q.f~el;' an intel:val T the 
remaining fraction f 2 = 1 - f 1 wil:;L .be J;'~Celv~d,. ASi.sume 
tempor.qrily that T < T , the Wilson .model opt.imal cycle W I 
time. Now q 1 = .f .1 Q, q 2 = f 2Q an¢1 .ql + .q2 = Q. Since n -= 2, 
.A + nB is a constant and A' = :A + .2B w'li..f-1 <be us~d in this 
model to represent this total orde:r ca.s .t~ A:ftef the basic 
model is analyzed, a simple shortage JlUl?~e.l '\Vill be consid-
ered for the two part deli very c;ondit;i~m, and t;.hen the ·ex-
tension of the no shortage model t,Q n .delivery segments of 
size q 1 , q 2 , ... , qn will be dis-a4ssed. ·Q aa.d b are th·e 
<teoision vaEiables. It appeans ne:c~ss·ary to invest.igate 
thre,e cases: 
ql = flQ > AT ¢::::> ;f.l > \/T :see ·F';i.gure 7A. 
ql = flQ = AT¢::::> fl = T/T see F.i,gure 7:a 
ql = flQ < AT¢::>fl < T/T see F,i,gure 7C 
1. · Chapter 2 , problem 2-65. 
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TWO INCREMENT MODEL 
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TWO INCREMENT MODEL 
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TWO INCREMENT MODEL 






However , it will not be necessary to distinguish between 
these cases during the first few steps of the analysis, 
but reference to all three figures will aid in following 
the analysis. Holding cost per cycle is proportional to 
the area under the on hand curve. Consider the area under 
the on hand curve during the time T. rt is a trapezoid 
with an area of 
Similarly, the area below the curve between the time q 2 
is delivered and the end of the cycle is a trapezoid whqse 
area is given by 
(T-T) [ (b+:\ (T-~)) + (b) J • 
Holding cost per cycle is IC times the sum of these two 
areas, and equals 
or 
IC ~ (2f1 t. TT+2bT+QT-2:\TT) • 
Dividing by T to get holding cost per uriit t ime ~i~lds 
IC ~ (2f1 t.T+2b+Q-2 :\ T), 
Now since order cost per unit time is A':\/Q, 
(4.1) 
Taking the derivatives of K with respect to b and Q, the 
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decision variables, se t ting the derivatives e qual to ~ero 
and solving yields, ~ 
Cl K O -at = +IC = • 
• I 
This implies K is a linear f unction of b and inspection of 
K shows K is minima l when b i s minimal. Now , 
ClK - A ' A 
+ 
IC 0 ClQ = 7 2 = ' 
implies the optimal value of Q is- 0 
- w . This is a somewhat 
surpris i~gresult s i~ce o ne would probably e xpect Q* > Qw. 
Howey~r, to c_ontinue, j- t i s n ece s sary t _o cons i der the var-
ious cases to determine b *. If f 1 ~ T/T then b can equal 




but f 1 - 1 = -f2 , s o t hat 




However, if f l < T/T , there wil l be shortages unless 
b +flQ ;:: AT . This i mplies t h at b > AT - fl Q a nd the mini-
mal allowable b is the· op timal b* = AT - f 1Qw . Now the 
optimal values h* and Q* can be s ubstituted into the -
equation for K to get K* ; 
I CO 
-w A' A K* = -- + Qw -2-
Rut, sin ce we assume Tw > T and I, C, f 1 and A are all 
greater than ze ro , K* can be wri tten so as to make its 
relation ship t o K ob vious; 
w 
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It is now clear t h at, although Q* = Qw' the split delivery 
results in a reduced cost. Under these assumptions, the 
optimal operating policy is the same as for the simple 
Wilson model with the addition that b* ~ 0 or b* = AT - f 1Q 
depending on the case o c curing. 
Actually, only one case is required, as can be readily 
seen by reference to Figure 8. Since O* = 0 and T* = T , 
- -w w 
the values q 1 , q 2 , T and Tw- T are fixed and the cycle 
repeats identic'ally. We can now see that we can define a 
cycle for computation p ·urposes to be 1? 1 to P 3 or equally 
well from P2 to P4 . · That is, we can choose f' = f 2 if 
and o nly i f f 1 ~ T/Tw and f ' = f 1 otherwise. We then de-
fine T ' = T or T' = T - T r e spectively. Now 
w 
Q* = Q W I 
and 
K* = K - ICf' AT ' < K 
w - w 
It is cons i de r ably less obvious how to apply the above 
formulas when T > T . Figures 9A and 9B show cycles 
w 
graphi ca l ly for Tw < T ~ 2Tw and 2Tw < T ~ 3Tw More 
t h an one o r der will be outs tanding at times . Define 
T" = T - nT such that T ;:: T" > 0. It i s c lear that 
w w 
Q* = Q is stil l optima l . 
w 
It is also r e a di ly seen that 
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that K* = Kw - I Cf ' /..1:' will be the pro{)er minimal cost. It 
remains t o define b*. It is obviou~ that tfle same technique 
of using 1:" in lieu of 1: gives the prQper ootima1 values for 
b*. 
Suppose now, that shortages are allowed and there is a 
cost n associated with the occurrence of each shortage and 
A 
a shortage cost rate n per shortage per unit time. In the 
lost sales case, n must be equal to z·ero since it is mean-
ingless to discuss the duration qf a lost sale. The cost n 
may be interpreted in this case as the profit lost as a re-
A 
sult of not making the sale. Both n and n may be a~plicable 
to the backorder case. The term n is interpreted here as 
the cost of processing a backorder which is independent of 
the time for which the backorder ~s outstanding. The n term 
is the portion of the backorder cost which is dependent u~on 
the duration of the backorder. 
Some preliminary calculation can be made on the effect 
of shortages on holding cost and of the direct shortage costs 
prior to modify ing the formula for total cost, K. Define s 
as the maximum number of shortages occurring at one time. By 
the previous arguments reducing the prob~em to one case,we 
will assume that f 1 _:: 1: / T. There -are two possibilities for 
shor~ages. They may occur prior to one o~ both deliveries. 
Figure lOA illustratP.s the case wh ere shortages occur only 
once during a cy cle, at the end, since f 1 _:: T/T. The number 
o f shortage s per cy cle is s and the average number of short-
ages per uni t time is } s (s / 1.. ). Therefore shortage cost 
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•' per . unit time is 
Holding costs per unit time must be reduced b y 
F{grire lOB fll~strate s the case where shor tages bccur 
prior to both de liveries. The number of shortages per cycle 
'is 2s - (q1 -AT). · As expected, if q 1 = AT, the number of 
·shortages per cycle is · 2s. This te rm is multiplied by nand 
divided by T, to get the short age cost factor to add to K. 
Tn a simi i'ar fash ion, the appl icabl e cost fac to r involving n 
is found to be 
The holding cost adjustment is: 
Now there are two cases to be cons idered. 
Case I - q1 - ~ AT and shortages only .at end of cy cle. 
Case II q 1 £- A~ and shortages before each delivery . 
These cases can be sol~ed by adding the appropriate factors 
above to eq'uation ( 4.1) . It i s a l so convenient to substitute 
·f 1 Q :for q 1 to ~make obvious t h e proper functiona l dependence 
upon Q. 
It is no longer necessary to i n clude b in the equations 
as a deci~ion vari able, s ince s serves the purpose for calcu-










TWO INCREMENT MODEL WI"TH 'SHQ-~AGES 
AT END OF CYCLE ONUN 
FIGURE lOB 
TWO I NCREMENT MODEL WITH SH0R'l'AGES 
BEFORE EACH DEL-IVERY 
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equations for K a r e given be l ow. 
Case I 
Case II 2 2 
AA. + ICQ [ s +(s-(fl Q- A. T)) J 
K = Q --2- + IC f l AT- AT-s + 2Q 
A 
+ ~TI(2s - ( f 1Q- A. T ) + ;Q [s 2 + (s-(f1Q- AT )) 2 J 
To get ~xplic±t- results - for c a se I, it is nece ssary to take 
the der i vatives of K with res p ect to Q and s, set the m equal 










- A A. + IC res ATIS Q2 2 - 2Q2 
- 7 -
1 
Q = [2 A. (A+s TI) ; c s 2 ( ; + I C)]2 
A 2 TIS 
2Q2 = 
ClK 
as = -IC + I~s + A.~ + TIS Q = 0 ' 
s = 
QI C- A. TI 
( I C+; ) 
Q = 
0 , 
( 4 . 2) 
( 4 . 3) 
C~lculation o£ the second deri vat i ves shows that we have a 
minimum. Combining e quat i o n s (4. 2 ) and (4.3) y ields the 
f o l l owing quadratic i n s; 
A 
Note that if TI = 0 then e ithe r the r e is no so lution for 





In wo r ds u this i mpl i es that if TI = 0 and n ~ Q, then Ei±her 
there .should be no shortages or infi.ni tely many. That .i ·s, 
the system s·hould incur no shortages or e~se go ant of busi-
ness. The lost sales case is characteri,z-.ed by ju-st these 









b* = -s* 
.1 
IC (t-·n) 2 .]2 _ 
. A 2A ( I C+n') IT 
These results are identical to ·those fo:r ·the :S:in.g~:e increme·n:± 
version , however, the cost K* will. be less by r e f:2 >-T .. Ex-
plicit results for cas~ II could be got·ten ·by the s ame 
st-raightforwa-rd procedure but with increas.e:d algebraic dif-
ficulty. 
T.he basic two deli very, no s·ho:rtag.e model, is rea.dily 
extended t9 a more general n delivery, no shortage model. 
figure ll illustrates such a model . Modifl,e ·d notation is 




f. = 1. 
l 




q .. = o. 
'l - T. i-s defined for ~ 
i=l,2, ... ,n-l t o be the time between the ith and i+~st de-
n-1 
livery . I 
i=l 
T . < T for a f e asible solution to exist. 
l 







FIGURE l l 





It is only a bit more difficult to conclude from the d~fini­
tion of b and the geometry of the model that 
i 
b* =MAXIMUM (o, A. T1 -q1 , A. (Tl+T 2 )-(q1+q 2 ), .•• , jilATj-qj, ~ ·· 
Similarly an expression for K* can be found. 
No attempt is made to consider the n increment model 
with shortages allowed here, for several reasons. First, 
the formulation involves too many different cases to be - of 
much interest unless severe and unrealistic assumptions are 
made. In fact, there are 2n-l different possibilities for 
distinct c.ases, since. the on· hand curve has 2n distinct 
vertices and the zero line may fall optimally between any 
pair of them. The solution procedure would, of necessity, 
follow the technique of assuming a p articular case and dete r-
mining if the op timal values are consistent with that assumn-
tion. After all consistent sol uti on s are found, it is then 
necessary to compute and compare the cos t K resulting from 
each. The minimum K i s K* and the associated ootimal values 
are the optimal po l icy . Th i s is a tedious technique , b ut is 
usually susceptible to computer solut ion for any specific 
application. The sec o n d reason for not pu r suing this further 
i s t ha t it is doubtful if ·the mode l would have any siqni f-
icant applications for a va l ue of n g re a ter t han two. It 
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seems far more l ikely that if the numb er of deliveries is 
large, their size and the time between deliverie s would be 
uniform, or at leas t subject t o small random variation. In 
·this event, other models presented provide a clos e approxima-
tion and are much easier to us e . 
One particular delivery p a t tern t hat might warrant fur-
ther analys i s at a later date is the possibili t y that either 
the first o r last of a large n umber of shipments might be an 
odd size, while all of the o ther lots are the same size. 
This could occur, for examp le, a s the result of the source 
having a partia·l quantity on hand for immediate deli very and 
producing the remainder and sh i pping in equal increments. 
< 
It appears p robable t hat signi f i cant simplifications could be 
; 
made. 
·4. 3 Increasing Del i very Lot Size at Equal Intervals 
It is assumed in thi s mode l tha t a manufactu rer with an 
increasing production r ate has ag reed to make shipments at 
fixed i nterva l s,of the entire produc t i on since the last shin-
ment . Let T be the fixe d interval and pi the production in 
the ith peri od. p . > p. if and on l y if i > j since we as-
1 J 
sume an increas ing production rate. The usage during each 
period is AT and the only parameter over which the. manager 
has control is n. No shortages are al lowed . See Figure 12. 
Now there exists an i such that pi > AT, 
and there e xis ts a j suc h that r 
i= l 
p . > jAT , 
1 -





NOTE: a =~ ' a' = 1, n = 7, At= 3 
FIGURE 12 
INCREASING PRODUCTION RATE : 
DELIVERY AT FIXED INTERVALS 
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n 




The on hand leve l required at the time of the f irst delivery 
in a series to prevent shortages is 
i 
b =max (i A.T - L p. ) 
i j = l J 
A A. Now the order cost per unit time is QTnf 
and holding cost per unit time is 
The formulation of the model i s then to minimize 
K(n) = A/.. + IC [Q2(n) + b - T QTr1f 
subject to n a positive integer and 
n 





.. l > n A. L. Specific 
solutions are fair ly eas y to fi nd when the prod uction quan-
tit~es have a convenient algebraic relationship . As a 
.reasonable examp le , ass ume the production rate is a linear 
increasing funct ion of time. That i s, assume ~ = a + a't 
where a' is greater than zero and a + a ' is greater than 
zero. For convenience,we will use T as our time interval 
so that p . =a+ ia'. Figure 12 shows an examp le of the 
l 
on hand value resul ting from t his de l ivery p a ttern. The 
decision variable is n, t he o nly p a r ameter under our con-
trol. The total order quanti ty Q is a function of n 
denoted Q(n) whe re 
6 8 
.. 
Q(n) =a+ a• +a+ 2a' + ... +a+ ia' + ... +a+ na• 
= na + a • 
n 
I i = 
i=l 
a'n(n+l) 
na + 2 
To prevent shortages, a quantity b must be on hand at the 
time of first delivery. The on hand decreases at each 
successive low point, until a+ ia' > AT. Let y = i - 1. 
Then y is an integer and 
b = ATY - ya - a•y~y+l) 
It is necessary that the order quantity Q(n) be greater or 
equal to the demand during the time over which it is 
delivered. That is, 
or 
Q(n) ;::. n AT , 
a+ a'(n+l) 
2 
which can be rewritten 
n :::, _2_A_T_-_a.--_-_a_•_ 
a• 
We know the order cost per cy cle is A, so that the order 
cost per unit time is 
AA 2A A 
= Q(n) n( 2a+a'n+a') 
The holding cost per cycle can be seen from Figure 12 using 
previously described techni ques to be 
IC [~(n)T- (T(a+2a') + 2 T (a+3a') + ... + iT(a+a'+ia') + ..• 
+ (n-l)T( a+a'+(n-l)a')) + b TJ, 
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so - that holdi ng cost per unit t ime i s 
IC Q(n) I C-r 2 A. [:I: n -1 . 2 ·] + ICb - n( 2a+na 1+a 1 ) i (a+a') + I 1 a . 2 i=l 
ICb is independent of n and can b e d rop ped. We can now com-
bine these t erms to get tot a l v ariable cost 
2 K = 2A A. + !Can + ICa' (n +n) 
n (2a+a ' n+a') --2--
2 IC A.-r [ 2a'n + 3an+6a'n- 3a-2a' J 
3 · 2a+n a ' +a ' · 
Setting the deri vative of K wi t h res pect to n eq ual to 
zero, yields a 5th degree p o lynomial wi th exact ly one sign 
change which by Descarte's Rul e i mp l i es exactly one positive 
root. The second der i vative i s po s itive, so the re exists 
a unique n > 0 such that K i s a min imum. There is no 
algebraic exact method f or c omp uting the root of a 5th 
degree poly nomial , s o the Newt on-Raphson method or some 
other convergent iteration te c hnique must be us e d to find 
this value of n. Ca l l th is v a l ue n ' . If 
2 1.. -r- a-a ' 
n' > 
- a ' 
it is feasible and t he refore the de s i red so l ut ion is n* = n'. 
If 
2 .\ -r - a - a ' 
n ' < - ---;,---
a 
. ' 
then n* is the smail es t intege r larger than or equal to 
2 1.. -r-a- a ' 
a ' 
since K(n) increases monotoni c al l y wi th n f o r a l l n > n'. 
7 0 
4.4 Equal Delivery Lots at Decreasing Intervals 
I n this section, it is assumed that a producer has an 
increasing production rate and will make a shipment of a 
fixed size at unequal intervals. For clarification, an 
example is given. United Widget makes gismos for our corn-
pany. When we contact them, we are informed that they have 
a government contract in production now,but that they can 
pr.oduce 100 per month for us now and will add a 100 per 
month productio-n line each month for 8 months as the govern-
rnent eontract expires. Gismos are much cheaper to ship in 
carload lots of 200, so he offers to ship each carload lot 
of 200 as soon as it is completed. We would expect ship-
rnents at approximately 1.5 months, 2.3 months, 3 months, 
3.5 months, etc. 
The general problem can be formulated as follows. We 
get a quantity q at intervals T . where the increasing rate 
1 
implies that Ti > Tj if and only if i < j. Our decision 
variable is n, and the total order quantity will be nq. 
For feasibility nq 
n-1 
> A I T . 
. 0 1 1= 
where TO is the delay until 
the first shipment is received. Figure 13 shows an exam-
ple of a cycle of this m~ 1el. It is obvious using the, by 
now f~miliar, techniques that 
AA IC [n-l J K(n) = -- + ~2n - ICq I iT _1 nq i=l n 
For convenien ce , we will us e difference equations rather 





NOTE: Data same as text. 
FIGURE 1 3 
INCREASI NG PRODUCTION RATE: 
FIXED DELIVERY QUANTITIES 
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~K = K(n+l) - K(n). Our optimal integer value of n is the 
smallest feasible value of n such that ~ K is positive • 
. Find the smallest n such that 
~ K = -AI.. 2 q (n +n) 
This can be rewritten as 
+~ 2 IC J.. ---n 
n 
I T . 
. 1 l l= 
> 0 • 
It is clear that the left side of the inequality is ..a ·mono-
tonically increasing function of n since the T . are de-
l 
creasing. Now we call the smallest integer value of n that 
satis"fies this inequality n 1 • For feasibility we mus·t have 
S .O that if 
then n* = n 1 • 
If 
n-1 
n > ~ I T. 
q i=O 1 
n 1 -l 
n 1 2 J.. I T . 
q 
. 0 l 
nl < 
l= 
J.. n 1 -l I T . 
q i =O 1 
then n* is the smallest integer value of n such that 
n > 
n-1 ~ I T . 




SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 
PHASED DELIVERY MODELS 
The problem of i ncorporating shortages and shortage 
costs into incremental delivery models can be exceedingly 
complex or, in special cases, quite simple. There are 
several techniques for approximation which may be nearly 
exact under certain conditions. In this section, a tech-
nique for exact sol ution of deterministic models with short-
ages will be descri bed and three approximation techniques 
will be presented. Reference to earlier models and simple 
examples will be g iven as appropriate. 
Figure 14 shows a typical graph of on hand level de-
livery for a cycle of n incremental deliveries, resulting 
from a single contra ct. It is obvious that the on hand 
level can be lowered or raised in relation to the zero 
stock level to balan ce holding and shortage costs with 
each other and with order costs to achieve a mi nimum total 
cost. The problem in formulating an exact model is based 
on the fact that the re are 2n - 1 different forms for the 
shortage cost,depending upon where the zero line cuts the 
on hand curve. The r e are 2n points connected b y the on hand 
curve and the zero l ine may lie above 1, 2, 2n- 2, or 
2n- 1 of them. Call these levels 1, ... , 2n- 2 and 2n- 1. 
It will never be op t imal for the on hand curve t o lie en-






















shortage costs are not allowed. I n these cases, the on hand 
curve would "sit on" the zero line or no inventory should 
be kept respective l y. The level at which the zero line 
·cuts the on hand c u rve determines a value of s, the number 
of shortages. The functional form of holding cost and 
shortage cost as a function of the number of shortages per 
cycle is different for each level of the zero line. There 
is a one to one correspondence between these levels of the 
zero line and ranges of shortages which may result, so that 
for each functiona l form there is a feasible range of values 
for s, and for each value of s there is a functional form. 
This allows us to define K(i) as the minimal variable cost 
per unit time for the ith range of s where i = 1 , 2 ... , 
2n - 1. K(s) as a function of the number of shortages is 
then defined by K( s ) = K(i ) for al l s contained in the ith 
range. Figure 15 s hows such a cost function. The problem 
.. is remarkably s i mi l ar to the incremental price discount 
models found in the literat ure. The computational procedure 
is virtually identi cal. F i rst , compute the o p t i mal policy 
p. for each K(i) i = 1, 
1. 
. . . , 2n - 1 . The policy pi in-
eludes a value for shortages which may or may not lie with-
in the allowable r a nge for s. For each of the policies pi 
for which s. is included in the ith range for s,compute 
1. 
K(i,pi). The opt imal policy p* is then the pi for which 
K(i,p.) is minimal. 
1. 
Less it sound o verly s i mple to solve such a problem, 
recall that the 2n - 1 functional f orms may be very complex 
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COST 
K(i) 
Range 1 Range 2 ~ange 3 
FIGURE 15 
K ( 1) 
I 
Range 4 jRange 5 
COST FUNCTION FOR K(i) 
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K ( s ~ 
s 
and disparate if the T . and q . a re unequal. 
l l 
The zero line 
may cut the on hand curve at 1, 3, 5, 7 ... di ffe rent points 
and the problem of specifically defi n i ng the holding cost 
and shortage cost functions may be very difficult. The 
procedure is strai ghtfo rward , b u t may be very difficult in 
application without the aid of high speed computers. 
The first approximation i s relatively simple minded 
and applies exactly to mode ls wh ich result in qi = q and 
T. = T for all i and for which q = AT. We assume a model 
l 
comparable to that in section 3.4 as shown in Figure 16. 
Note that the same number of shortages will occur at the 
end of each period T. We see this approximation is good 
whenever q- AT and n are small . If we let q- AT = e,then 
the approximation overstates the number of shortages by 
n(n-l)e 
2 and results in an "optimal" policy which has a 
value for s* which is too sma l l , so that our policy will 
•. 
be conservative in the sense of achieving a higher level 
of service than forecast. It is interesting to calculate 
specific results for the shorta g e version of the model in 
section 3.4. Recall that q = AT will be optimal . 
Assume the source of an i tem agrees to produce at a 
rate equal to A, the demand rate . The values of A, B, C, 
I and A are known. Shortages will be backordered and the 
cost per unit per unit time of a backorder is TI . The cost 
per backorder independen t of time is TI . Our dec i sion vari-






receipt of a lot. Now order cost per unit time is 
A'A + B'A 
nq q 
holding cost per un i t time is 
IC (q- s ) 2 
2 q 
and shortage cost per unit time is 
2 TI s TIA S ~+ q 
Now we see that 
A' B' IC 2 2 ' K = A + A + (q-2s+~ ) + TI s + ~ 
nqq 2 q 2q q 
It is immediately o b vious that K is minimal with respect to 
n when n is infinite. Since no real system would allow an 
infinite order, we will assume nq < M is imposed. For ex-
ampie, top . level management ' s ' policy may be to never order 
more than two years worth of stock . Now the variable cost is 
2 
K = B'A + ~ - ICs + (IC+~) s + TIAS q 2 2q q 
The optimal value of n i s 
n * 
M 
= q* . 
Using the usual tech nique, the derivatives with respect to q 
and s yield 
A 1 
= [2B 'A + (IC+TI ) s + 2TI'A s]2 
q IC IC IC 
and 




respectively. The second equation can be rewritten as 
(IC+~ )s TI'A 
q = IC + IC 
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It is inte r esting to note that when n = 0 the ratio of -the 
time stock is on hand to the time stock ±s out 'equals 
(q-s) A = TI 
s A TC ' 
the ratio of the shortage and holding cost ra~es. Setting 
the two equations for q in terms of s equal arid rearranging 
we get 
It is obvious that if n = 0 and 
(nA) 2 ·-/:- 2BAIC , 
then s = 0 or oo, and it is optimal to either bave no ~hort-
ages or to go out of business. So we requi re n > ·O and solve 




[ (IC~~ ) (2~~ _ (nA)2 )] 2 
IC ( ~+.TC) 
s* = q*IC-n A 
( ; +IC) 
n* = M/q* . 
These results are very · c.lose ly rel-ated to the s;i.ngle lot 
model's results. The optimal values · for s and q are iden-
tical, except that the lot order cost, B, ~s used as an order 
instead of A. As we have seen before, we can use the stand-
ard formulas and then order a suf·f .icient nl.lrnber of increments 
of the prescribed size to make a total order of M. 
The second approximat i on techniq1,1e ass'Uitles that the cost 
of shortages is high , relative to the oth e -r costs of the mod-
el, parti cularly the holding cost, so that shortages will be 
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rare. Shortages are assumed t o occur only p r ior to the first 
delivery in a cy c le . Specifi cally , it is assumed that 
q 1 ~ AT1 + s and the approxima tion will be exact if, in fact, 
this condition holds for the optima l values. That is,if 
q* ~ A T* + s*. Thi s approxima tion cannot be a pplied success-
fully when we have ful l contr o l ·o ve r delivery conditions since 
then q* = AT *. Refe r ence t o Figur e 17 wi l l assist in recog-
nizing that this appro x imation resul ts in under stating short-
ages in the mode l. I t is not a conservat i ve policy, since 
the actual numbe r of shortage s and duration o f shortaqes will 
exceed the mode l fore cast and res ult in reduced service. 
For example, a s hort age model simi lar to the model of section 
3.2 where q and t are fixed would be approximated by 
2 A 2 
K = AA + BA + I2C( nq-n AT+AT -2s + ~) + TI SA + ~ 
nq q nq nq 2nq · 
The only decis i on variables a r e n a nd s since q and T are 
fixed. 
2 A 2 
aK -A A I C I C s TIS A TI S 0 
an = -2- + 2(q- AT) + 2 2 - -2- - -2- = ' 
n q n q n q 2n q 
and 
~ Ks = -IC + I Cs + TIA + TI S = 0 , 
a nq nq nq 
imply 
s* = ! Cnq- TI A 
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The final approximation technique to be presented here 
is designed to fit systems where q > AT and both q and T 
are small while n is large. It is basically an approximation 
which reduces the "saw tooth" form of a rising on hand curve 
to a straight line ,as in the continuous finite production 
rate model. Figure 18 shows a typical cycle of incremental 
deliveries with several alternate approximating straight 
lines superimposed as broken lines. Our problem is to choose 
one of the infinite number of straight line approximations. 
Line A will result i n overstating holding cost and under-
stating shortage cost. Line C will understate holding cost 
and overstate the t i me dependent aspect of short age cost. 
All 'l:l._rJ.ders'tate the n umber of shortag es. The policies result-
i .ng from the use of a straight line become more conservative, 
in the sense define d earlier, as the approximat i ng line moves 
' .. 
from ' A to B to C. I n the limit, as q and T go t o zero while 
n goes to infinity, a mid-point approximation such as line B 
is asymptotically e xact. It is not unbiased, since short-
ages are always understated. On the other hand , line C has 
the advantage of be ing the most conservative approach and 
also provides the "bes t" fo r ecast of shortage costs, since 
it understates the mult iplier of n, while ·overs t ating the mul-
A 
tipliet of ~: ·_we c a n wait un t i l a fte~ tha · cal6Ulations a~e 
made to deci de which approximation t o use. 
Figure 19 shows a single cy cle of the approximating 
model. The slope of the rising on hand curve is q/T - A. 
Recall that if e ither q or T are variable, then q = AT and 
this model will not apply, so our decision variables are n 
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APPROXIMATE SHORTAGE MODEL 
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and s _ Al so. rec a l l R = q/ T . Now in th~ approximating model 
consider the areas marked Al 1 A2 1 }\3 1 and A4 on Figure 19 .• 
The holding cost. per unit time is 
(Al+A2) IC 
T 
The shortage cost per unit time is 
(A3+A4) A + TIS 
T 7T T . 
Therefore the applicable variable cost per unit t.ime is 
K = A'A + B A. + IC [ (R-A_\ J 2 ( R ) + ns.2 ( R ) 
nq q 2nq nq F{)- s R-A. · 2nq' :R-A. 'S71'A +--
.nq 
Using the usual process we can determine n 1 and s 1 1_ the op-
timal values for the approximating model, which are 





Now we must decide which approximation to use. n* - n 1 
for all three cases but in setting the reorder point we can 
use s* = S 1 + a where a is an adjustment to yield a more or 
less conservative policy. Increasing· s * increase$ the re-
order point and reduces the actual occurrence of shortages. 
a = 0 is equivalent to using the approxim:ati.ng line A of 
Fig.ure 19 while letting a = AT is equivalent to the more 
conservative policy using t he approximating line C of 
Figure 19. Any value of a c an be used . The range 
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0 ~ a .::; A.T corresponds to the more reasonable set of line 
approximations between line A and line C a·nd the asymptot-
ically exact value for a is AT/ 2. 
5.2 Probabilistic Parameters 
The introduction of a p robabi lis tic paramet er intro-
duces considerable complexity into any inventory model. 
This is particularly true of models which have r ealistic 
features, such as sho-rtage costs, and are designed to be · 
applicable to real inventory systems. The introduction of 
a demand distribution into a phased delivery model may be 
·;exceedingly difficult unless simpl i fying approximation-s are 
made. It is assumed ' that the reader who has go t ten this 
far into th~s paper, i s well acquainted with the basic 
single delivery probabilistic models for continuous review 
and periodic review. For the reader who is not, it will 
probably be necessary to study these basic probabilistic 
models in an inventory text such as Arrow, Karlin and 
Scarf [ 2] or Hadley .and Whi tin [ 1] . The following will be 
basically a comparative discussion and consider the modifi-
cations required rather than derive probabilistic modelq. 
' . 
The modificat ions required are fairly eas ily divided 
into three groups. Incremental del i veries effec t lead 
time, o~ hand levels and the frequency with .which a risk 
of shortage is taken . . Essentially , the desireab le effects 
are b~sed on the reduction of leadtime and stockage levels, 
while the deleteri o us effects arise from a more frequent 
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risk of sho r tage. The three functions are taken up in 
order of increasing complexity. 
It is quite probable that phased delivery models 
will result in earlier deliveries of the first units or-
dered. Unless constrained externally to the model . q* 
will aiways be less than the Q* which wo.uld result from a 
sinqle delivery. This will usually mean the delivery quan-
titly q will be available for shipment a shorter time after 
the or~er is placed than will be Q* . We have define~ TO 
as the delay prior to receipt of the first delivery of 
material. Since safety stock is monotonically nondecreasinq 
wl,th respect to T 0 , we can expect a reduced safety level 
(and therefore reduced cost) due to incremental deliveries,_ 
If the safety l~vel is large enough to make the possibility 
of s-hortages after arrival of the first increment remote, 
then simply using TO for the lead time will. trake care of 
this change. If the problem of shortages later in the 
cycle is significant, then it would be difficult to get 
exact res1.,1l ts but the distrl.bution of demand over T 0 , 
TO + T 1 , T 0 + T1 + T 2 , and so on, would have to be comouted 
and \!Sed i _n the p:r:obabilistic model. 
Fortunately, the problem of d~termining the_ reduced 
level of on hand stock is simplified by the_ fact that the 
;reduction in net inventory due to the incremental deliv-
eries will be known precisely. The problem is that the re-
duction· in holding cost is b ased on the reduction in aver-
age on han d s tock and not on average net inventory _ Once 
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again, it is clear that i f s hort age s a re rare and it is 
extremely improbab le that shorta ges will occur a f ter the 
first · lob is received, there i s no p roblem. On h and and 
net inventory levels wil l : be i d entical over the period of 
time for which the deliveries a r e placed. . This· ·means we ' 
can simply subtrac t f rom the p robab i listic comp utation of 
holding cost,the f ixed saving d ue to i ncremental deli~eries. 
If the probab~li ty of short ages after the f i rst lot is 
received is signi f icant , it wi l l be necessary t o calculate 
the expected value .of on··hand s e parately .for each time per-
. iod. That i s, iritegra t e over t he time between o r der and 
first delivery, and between e ach pai r of deliveri es sep a-
, rately, .using the final dis tribution of inventory -position 
·in one interval as the starting dis t r i bution o f inve·ntory 
position for the next i nterva l . Thi s is not p art icularly 
tractable even when the- dis tribution assumed is __ simple • . - · 
However, : as soon a s it b ecomes obvious that t he p robability 
of s~ortages is · i nsigni ficant , t he t echnique in the previous 
paragraph can be used f or t he remai ning part o f t he c y cle. 
The increased -·frequency of shor t ages is a very i mportant 
considerati on when q 1 i s only a lit t le larger than · >-:r 1 , or, 
more g.enera l l y , when the sum o f the q uant i t y r eceived in the 
first few del i veries i s .not much larger .. than t he demand dur-
ing that peri od . . When q 1 >> f-T, and receip ts o c cur more 
rapidly than demand is likely to b e g enerated , s hortages will 
probably occur on ly on ce per cy cle . However , there wi l l .al-
ways be ~more r i sk of s hortage in an incremental delivery 
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mode1 than in a sing.le delivery model beca.use the bu.il<il; up 
o.f a·ss.e-.ts is phased and not instantane0us· .. 
When special conditions exist.,. the-re may be- fairly 
s,±mple ways of handling short.ages. Fb•r example, s .upp<Dse 
we. have r units on hand at the time an ord'er for- n inc:r.e-
ments of size q each, at intervals· -r. as defined eall:'lier 
l 
is pLaced. Then the expected number of shortage-s· given 
the distribution of demand over a time period t is f(x,t), 
is given by the following sum of integrals·. 





+ f (x-ai)f(x-t 
i 1 . a :::;-r+ +1q 
i I T.) 
. 0 ~ J= 
dx + .... 
In generaL, it will always be po.ssible to cons.ider the 
problem in n+l time intervals; from the placi ng of an order 
t:CD deLivery 1, delivery 1 to delivery 2, •. .. ~ de-livery 
n - l to delivery n, and delivery n to next order. The 
first n intervals correspond to Ti i = 0, ... , n- 1. 
Define T as· the interval between the last (nth} delivery 
n 
a:nd the next order placement. 
ln this model, when lead time is stochastic, only 
the first interval varies in length, since w:e asstmte the 
T. are. fixed for all i = 1 ,. . . . , n - 1. This introduces ]l 
a real p+oblern, since the distribution of lead time de-
man.d is based on both the distribution of l.ea.d time and 
of demand. The lead times for all deliveries except the 
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·first' have the fo rm of the sum of two random variabies'; 
one the lead time demand for TO and the second, the demarid 
over a fixed time period. However, we presume that if TO 
is large relative to t he T . we can use the lead time de~ 
l 
mand distribution for all de liverie s simply b y r eplacing 
T0 with the approp r iate sum of Ti. If TO is smal l rela-
tiv~ to the T. we can u~e a simple demand distribution for 
l 
the various fixed intervals using the expected value of~ .. 
l 
With this assumption, we can compute the desired hold-
ing cost and shortage cost terms by summing the results for 
the holding and shortage cost terms for each of the n + 1 
intervals computed as follows. For the jth interval j = 0, 
1, 2, ... , n use a constructed r eorder point of 
r . 
J 
where q 0 = r, the conventional r eorder point. Us e 
as the parameter for me an lead t ime . For l imi t s on the 
jth' time interval integration us e 
j-1 
L .T. a nd 
i=O 1 
as lower and upper limits res pectively where 
-1 
.I T. - 0 • 
i =O 1 
This will usually be a tedious and lengthy computation, 
but each integral in the sum will be t ractable if the 
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corresponding single deli very mode]. wo:urld J:>~ t;r·ftc;tal;>Ie· •. 
I .• 
If not, expected value models woul~ ha,ve to s.erve. 
5.3 Red~cible ~odels 
Whenever we can delay determining tfl,e~ s·i.ze of the ±th 
lot beyond the time the contract i .s placed, we· can reduce 
-
the model into stages. The total o~rder qua.nt± ty .is: det1=;~;:-
m;i.ned by · on~ model. The optima:).. s-hipment lot s·izes can be 
determ'ined in stages, using- a second mq.de:.lL a-..t the time· the 
decision must be made, say one month prior· to, the delivery .. 
This is a typical contractual $ituat£on. Often an~nual con-
tracts are placed for an approxima.te· quantiey and c:a.l.Is· are 
placeo each month for the qua:ni;::ity· need'ed'. The-re· is a po-
tential problem in determining t}?.E;! d~ratic::m o·f' the contract 
but ge·nerally this can be ignored s·ir~::c;e it. wjill. be s·e ·t by 
policy.. The real. problems are in. de-term£n.:iin.g. the optimal 
interval betwe.en orders and the op,1;:imal. quantity to oe or-
dere·d. The opt·imal interval between p:ta,c:em·ent of· call or-
ders against the contract can he. found us:iing a mod.iif-.i:ed 
versi.on of the model used to dete,rm±ne t.he op·timal cycle 
length when operating on a periodi.c. review ba.si.s. Having 
determined the optimal interval, the optima! quantity and 
safety level can be calculated using a ~onvent~onal per-
iodic review model with the incrementa:t. l.o.;t, o-rder cost 
used in place of the contract placem·ent order cc;>st. These 
problems are we·ll covered in the· Li teratu:r:e: •. 
In a forthcoming paper spons:o.red: by the Uw S •. Army 
Material Command, Deemer and Hocks·tra Dl have developed 
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a model of this typ e in detail. TheY call it a d~counled 
model since the. costs can be decoupled into those depen-
dent upon the contracting cycle and those dependent upon 
,: I 
the safety level a n.d the two problems separated. They 
' . 
assume a fixed de f. ivery cycle of one month. This model . is 
useful if .the c~ntrol ov~r each delivery quanti ty is ex-
tensive and. t~e . decisions can be made as time progresses 
• - · • !.. 
rather than in advance.. Because of the paper referenced, 















STOCHASTIC DELIVERY QUANTITIES 
Delivery quantity may be stochastic for a fairly ex-
tensive class of items, characterized by the fact that th~ 
cost may: be significantly lower if the source is allowed 
some latitude in the quantity to be provided. One example 
of this class would be a valve machined from an ~xoensive 
casting, which may have flaws which are first discovered 
during machining. It is frequently necessary for produc-
tive efficiency to cast all of the blanks at one time, in 
advance. There will then be a random number of blanks 
found to be flawed during machining. If the contract is 
for an exact quantity, the problem of how many blanks to 
cast is an interesting problem itself. It is costly to 
have too few perfect blanks and have to cast some more, 
losing both time and set up costs. It is also costly to 
cast too many blanks for disposition as surplus~ Since 
these costs will be passed on to the purchaser, it will 
often be cheaper for the inventory manager to negotiate 
a contract to accept some range of quantity (say 400 ± 10%) 
at a fixed cost per unit. This will result in procurements 
for which the delivery quantity is stochastic. 'rhe deliv-
ery quantity need not even have an e~pected value equal to 
the quantity ordered. 
For example, if the cost of prod~cing su.rolus blanks 
is very small, (or their salvage value is high) rel .ative 
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to the cost of r unn i ng short o f blanks, it will be desire-
able to produce many blanks and the expected delivery quan-
tity will be close t o the upper end of the range. On the 
other hand, if the b lanks are expensive (make up a large 
proportion of the f i nal cos t o f the item) and have little 
or no salvage value , then relatively few blanks will be 
produced and the expected quantity delivered will be in 
the lower part of the allowed range. The reade r will note 
that the producer ' s problem may be treated as a modified 
newsboy problem. 
Suppose one has determined an op timal operating policy 
.-
based on a model wh i ch assumes del i very of the exact quan-
( . 
tity ordered. When placing the contract, the pri ce quoted 
for an exact number of units i s $100 each, but the con-
tractor offers a pri ce of $98 each if y ou will a ccent a 
variation of pl'us o r minus 10% i n the deli very quantity. 
-· 
He is willing to do thi s fo r reason s similar to those 
mentioned earlier . Is our c omp uted policy optimal, or 
even near optimal , n ow that we have t his additional option? 
To find out we will investigate the revised opti mal policy. 
We know that the cost function K is relatively flat in 
the vicinity of its min imum , so a change of plus or minus 
" " 
10 % in the receipt q uantity will probably not increase 
costs suffi ciently to offset the reduced unit cost. The 
ratio of the cost of a nonopt imal Q to the cost of Q* is 
'.1 
given b y 
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For a nonoptimal Q, which is off by a factor of 2 in either 
direction, there is an increase of approximately 25% in the 
cost. For a nonoptimal Q, which is within plus or minus 
10% of the optimal value, this ratio is less than 1.005. 
This implies an increase in operating cost of less than i 
of 1% compared to a 2% discount on unit cost. If the an-
nual operating cost is less than 4 times the value of annu-
al demand, it will pay to accept the offer of the variable 
quantity at the lower cost per unit. However, there will 
be some increase in operating cost, due to the uncertainty 
about the quantity that will actually be delivered, which 
has not yet been considered. 
Let us divide the discussion into two parts. We will 
consider the increased cost due to uncertainty later. 
First, assume that the lead time demand is always less than 
the smallest possible delivery quantity. Then we will have 
no orders outstanding to contribute uncertainty at the time 
an order is placed, so that the reorder point computation 
can be made as if there were no variation in Q. However, 
by adjusting the quantity, we may be able to further de-
crease costs. Assume that the density function f(Q) for 
the delivery quantity Q based on an order of size Q; is 
known. We are actually supplying one of the parameters of 
the distribution f(Q) when we determine Q'. Now, we can 
choose Q' so that the expected value of K is minimal. Let 
r be the smallest allowed ratio of Q to Q' and r• the 
largest. We want to find Q' such that 
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Suppose, for example, that 
K(Q) = ajQ + bQ, (roughly the form of K ) , 
w 
and that Q is distributed uniformly from .9Q' to 1.1 Q' 
(±10%). We want to choose Q' so that the expected value 
of K will be a mini mum. That is, minimize the following 
integral with respect to Q': 
l.lQ' 




a' K(Q') = QT + b'Q' 
where a' = Sa ln(l l /9) ~ 1.0024 a, and b' = b. The optimal 
value for Q' is very close to the usual optimal Q, but is 
slightly larger since a' = a + s. In this example, 
Q' = 1.0012Q . To interpret this result,recall that we 
w 
are considering a uniform weighting of K at the various 
values of Q. K is relatively flat in the vicinity of its 
minimum, but increases somewhat more rapidly as Q decreases, 
than it does when Q increases, so we pre fer to be "off·· 
optimal" on the high side. 
As a second example, suppose the contractor will 
usually produce and ship a quantity near the upper end of 
the allowed range. This is quite likely in real systems, 
since the manufacturer will generally "aim" for a quantity 
in the upper end o f the range to maximize the sales profit. 
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Also, if the quantity actually produced is too small, he 
will make more, while if the quantity produced is too 
large, he supplies the maximum quantity allowed by the con-
tract. This has a tendency to cause the delivery quantity 
distribution to be skewed to the right, with positive 
point probability at its right end point, even if the un-
derlying production distribution ' is symmetric. For sim-
plicity,assume a triangular distribution: 
f(Q) = 50(Q-.9Q') 
(Q' ) 2 
'f(.9Q') = 0 'f(l.lQ') 10 = v· 
Now our problem is to minimize the expected value of K with 
respect to Q'. That is minimize 
l.lQ' 





= Q' + b'Q' 
where a' = lOa - 45a ln(l.222) ~ .98a, and b' = l0.035b -
9.0b = 1.035b. This implies we should choose a smaller 
value for Q' than Qw. Q' is approximately .975Qw. Intui-
tively, this is fairly easy to understand. We "expect" to 
get more than we order, so we "order short" to get the 
quantity we "really want". Note, however, that the changes 
above will be fairly nominal. The difference in the values 
of Q' and Q is very small and the flatness of the cost 
w 
function means that the cost saving is likely to be small 
so that it does not offset the extra cost of computation. 
The savings due to ordering Q' instead of Qw in these two 
examples are .02 and .03 percent respectively. 
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We are now ready to consider the more difficult prob-
lem of the cost of uncertainty. Suppose the lead time is 
long relative to the time between orders, so that several 
shipments are outstanding when we place an order. These 
orders will be received during lead time. Normally, we 
would know the total asset picture exactly, but we now 
have an order quanti ty which is stochastic. In calculat-
ing the optimal reorder point, we need to consider the 
difference between two random variables, instead of the 
difference between a constant and a random variable. The 
problem may be fur ther complicated by the fact that one 
of these random variables is actually a sum of random 
variables which may not be independent. Assume f or a 
moment, however, t hat they are independent and define Y 
as the total quantity t o be received during a lead time. 
The expected value of Y is n times the expected value of 
Q and it is relatively simple in theory to calculate the 
density of Y, as a convolution, and then from the density 
of X and this dens ity of Y to calculate the density of 
Z = X - Y. We can use this density of Z in place of the 
density of demand X in the conventional models. Techniques 
for finding the dens ities of Y and Z can be found in 
Parzen [4]. 
However, it will not general ly be possible t o work 
with this sort of density, sin ce the resulting function 
will be a special density and not a simple or tab ulated 
one. Also it i s not likely in practical systems that the 
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bas ic st rting distributions or their parameters will be 
known. 
If we were fortunate enough to have adequate samole 
data, we could estimate a distribution family and param-
eters for the net inventory loss (or gain) during a lead 
time. Seldom will we have adequate data to do this, so it 
is usually necessary to assume a distribution, which seems 
appropriate, and estimate its parameters from the estimates 
of the parameters of f(x) and f( Q). 
It is reasonably clear that a fa irly good estimate of 
the mean of net lead time demand will be the expected 
value of lead time demand minus the expected value of 
receipts (not n times the quantity ordered). Use of the 
parameter m = mX - nm0 as the mean appears most reasonable. 
It is equally obvious that the variance o 2 should be taken 
2 
as greater than oX . The ques t ion of how much greater is 
a problem, however . If we were convinced that the demand 
quantity during lead time and t h e delivery quantities Q1 , 
Q2 ' ••• ' 
2 2 
a = ox 
that the 
all i = 
Q were each i ndependen t o f the other, then 
n 
2 
+ noQ would be appropriate. If we were convinced 




2 2 On the other hand, ... n, o = ox oQ . 
the variance should be l ess than 2 + noQ 2 if there is ox a 
tendency for things t o even out. That is, if successive 
orders are negatively correlated, which may occur when the 
producer is trying to make corrections to his policy, the 
variance o f total receipt quantity may be reduced below the 
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variance assuming independent delivery lot sizes. However, 
it appears reasonable to assume net leadtime demand has 
d . 2 mean m = mx - nm0 an var1ance a 
2 2 
= ax + naQ unless we 
know the relationsh ip between successive order sizes. 
The significan t factor is that the variance of lead 
time demand should be increased by at least some amount and 
this will result in a higher safety level and/or greater 




OTHER RELAXATIONS OF THE CONVENTIONAL 
DELIVERY ASSUMPTIONS 
. ; 
7.1 Stochastic and Variable Production Rates 
In the previous chapters it has been assumed that the 
production rate was ei ther constant or a fixed function of 
time with no probabilisti c element and that the inventory 
manager had no control over t he rat e f production. A 
production rate may be stochastic f or several reasons. 
The production rate may be stochastic because it is a 
function of a stochastic process which generates imper-
feet output. Mach i nery breakdown , stri kes, emergency or-
ders and other exogenous f acto rs also influence the oro-
duction rate. For example , the production rate (deliverv 
rate) of a valve might be influenced by any of the follow-
ing: the availability of brass fo c ast ing, t i mely delivery 
of brass to the foundry, other high priority foundry oro-
jects, the actual percentage ccur ren ce of flaws i n the 
castings , variation i n the q uality of rass , foundry equip-
ment, or personn l performance, shipme n t from foundry to 
machine s hop , machine breakdo n s ; hiq p r i ority shoo pro-
jects, etc. 
f In this section we relax the assumotions in two ways. 
First, we will _c~nsider a stochastic o r oduction rate~ 
with probab ility density function f {~ ), ~ > 0 . Consider 
a fin ite co tinuous produc t i n r ate mo del for which both 
03 
demand and production are stochastic. See Figure 20. 
Let f(x~t) ' be ·the ' probability density function of the 
demand X during an interval of l ength t. Let g(y,t) be the 
probability density function of the production Y during the 
interval t, derived from f( ~). We assume all parameters of 
f(y,t) and q(y,t) are known. During the first part of a 
cycle, on hand stock builds up at the stochastic rate 
Z· = Y- X. Once a total quantity of Q has been p roduced, 
production stops and the stock depletes at the rate X. 
Let h(z,t) be the density function of the net increase 
of inventory during the interval,t, ' defined as 
00 00 
h(z,t) = J g {z+x,t) f(x,t) dx = J g(y,t) f(y-z,t) dy . 
- oo· 
-oo 
We ~s~ the product of the individual densities as the joint 
density since it is reasonab le to assume X and Y are inde-
pendent. It is quite realis ti c to allow the value of the 
random variable Z to be negative. Thi s can easily happen 
during some time interval when demand is unusual ly large 
and production is unusually small. However, it i s necessary 
for feasibility for Y to be stochastically greater than X, 
so that the expected value of Z = Y - X will be greater 
than zero. 
We can use the distribution h(z,t) to find the expected 
holding and s~ortage costs during the production phase of 
the cycle and the distribution f (x, y ) to find the expected 
holding and shortage costs during the depletion phase of 
the cycle. However, we still have a p roblem, since both 





STOCHASTI C DEMAND AND PROD UCTION. 
1 05 
the length of the production phase and the on· hand quantity 
at the end of the product i on phase are stochastic . These 
values can not generally be foun d exactly, · ao we must use 
expected values for Tp, Td, T0 , and on hand at the end of 
the production phase which is approximately r - ATO + 
( ~ - A )T . An exact model ·would be very complex and these p 
approximations are probably quite adequate for some appli-
cations. 
We can now set up an approximate model . It is exactly 
like the continuous produc t ion r ate models of the literature, 
except that we use the distribution, h(z,t) during T and 
' p 
the usual distribution, f(x,t) during Td only, instead of 
using f(x,t) throughout the entire cycle with a constant 
• '1! - during Tp 
Now consider a situation in which the production rate 
~ can be controlled by the inventory manager . Specifically, 
we assume ~ = g(x) where x is the cost per unit time which 
is passed on to the customer by the manufacturer. The cost 
of production as a functi on of the production rate is gen-
erally accepted by economists to pe convex from below, 
which implies some finite optimal rate greater than zero. 
There is usually an economy of scale effect at the lower 
production rates. Then at rates above the optimum, the 
production rate can be i ncreased b y the addition of rna-
chinery, b y subcontracting part of the work or by producing 
on overtime at premium wages . These costs can be expressed 
in terms of decreased or increased unit cost,but the effect 
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o f this cost is clearer when isolated. Although a quick 
r efe rence t o the fin ite production rate mode,].. of section 
1.3 will suggest that a production rate of 'I' = A is ooti-
mal, thi s appl i es only if we are o:oerating on ~ portion 
of the '¥ r ange where t he cos t is near m~nimal. In gener&l, 
to find an optimal we would add the cost C('l') to the 
variable cost so that 
K = C ( '¥ ) + A~ + I ~Q ('I'; A) 
This can be solved fo r optimal va l ues of '¥ and Q by the 
usual techniques. We also have a constraint to consider, 
since for f eas ibility, '!' * ~A . The same simple modifica-
tion can be made to any finite production rate model. 
There is a lso a meaningfu l single period model to be 
considered, when stock has d r opped bel ow the desired on 
hand level a nd we want to r egain our st~ady state optimum. 
To do this, we wll have to increase '!'. For simplicity and 
clarity, we consider the model shown in Figure 21. We 
have b backorders and a deterministic demand rate A. The 
backorder cost i s n pe r unit per unit time. 
If we c hoo se a '¥ t hat is much l arger than A we will 
save on t h e cost of b ackorders,but i t wi ll cost us more 
to achieve t he rate '¥ . If we l et 'I' = A + E where E is 
small, then it wil l cost us little extra to get the faster 
p r oduc t i on1 but the b a ckor ders will last for some time and 
b e expensive. I s the re an op timal 'I'? 
Th~ costs of i mportance in determini~g the optimal 
v a lue of 'I' for this model are t he c osts of t he backorders 
107 
slope = '!'-/.. 
1<'- - t 
FIGURE 21 
SINGLE PERIOD, VARIABLE '!' MODEL 
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duri-ng 'ch-e time t unti l we a(r'e ba-ck in :steady <Sta·'be ,op·ti-
mal operation and the cost of the :.a:cccele::t;-a:ted '!' d).lring 'the 
!S.ame pe:a:-:iJDiL L·e± eos t = C ( '!'::) ~b,e th-e .cost -t>-:f the rate ~ 
Now the total cost to he minimi.z-e:Cll wli.mh ·r.e~ct to '¥ 
is 
K = ~('l')t + TI bt - C('l'Jb 2 - ' ('l'-A:) 
·producing a t or .above the optima], r.ate '!'0 ,1t ihen ,in "teh.i'S 
.range_1 .C'.('l') is monotonically in-creasing in ·'!'.. Typ:icaiJ.:y ~, 
for ·SQme r ange up to '!' max, we .can .:i:ncreas•e 'our rat-e by 
,s·ome ·fix~d .amount 'foT each hour o£ ov:e-x:t:ime 
in a linear function. Suppose 'C ('l''~ = 'a+ oa '''l'~ ·rr.nen 
and 
, a ' 'b :rr K - (a+a A+i:) .t + 2 bt 
Now 
ElK _1T -•• \..., 
= a + a ' A + J.:] at 2 
which is :pro.t a f un.ct:Lon of t an.d im~l,.j,es t"* = .0 ·or t'* ~ ro 
i s mo:no·t oni cal l y i:n.creas i ng with t . '.The·re'fGr.e t * = 0 ,a;nd 
-b 
'!'* = A + ·t '* -= co We i n terpre t thi.s to mean >produce at '!' 
max .. 
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This i s i~tuitively reasonable,s ince the liriear cost 
of increasing production will imply a fixed cost of making 
up the shortage regardless of the time taken 1 and the faster 
the shortage is made up the lower the backorder cost. 
2 
·Now suppose C ('¥)" = a '¥ • This is a realistic approxi-
mation of the cost curve above '¥ 0 , the optimum production · 
rate. Now 
2 7T K = a'¥ t + 2bt. 
b Let us substitute '±'-A for t and solv e for '¥* directly. 
and 
·' ' ., 
implies 
ab'¥2 ~b 2 
K ='¥-A + 2('¥- A) 
'¥*= A + jA 2 + ;~ . 
Similar results can be obtained for any function C('¥). 
7.2 Variable Lead Times and Expediting 
The advantages of shortened lead time are not apparent 
in deterministic models since there is no uncertai nty in-
valved. The major advantage of shortened lead time is due 
to the reduction in variance of l ead _time demand and is 
- " . : .. 
apparent in probabilistic models . However, in g eneral, a 
' . . 
reduced lead time has other benefits which are overlooked 
in ·most analy tic models since the assumptions made exclude 
these effects. Reduced lead time Teduces · the iisk o£ 
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becomi ng .over s t acked and r educes the :rea·ctiol'\ time in 
situations where parameters are changi ng or subject to 
change, and when stock i s lost or dest.royed. Reduced lead 
time has particular value when trends exist,or when sudden 
changes in demand rate or costs occur., ·or wheJt th~ system 
is in trouble .• 
The discussion of lead time control is divided into 
two parts . We will first consider routine reduction of 
lead time .as a continuing practic.e in .a, .set·tled steady 
state system with stochastic demand, Thi .s will be formu-
lated as a trade off between the cost of decreasing lead 
time and the expected cost saving ·due to decreasing safety 
level requirements. The second l ead time ~eduction consid-
ered will be referred to as expedi ting and .differs from 
routine lead time reduction.y sinoe we wi~l. aSSUI\le that an 
improbable event has occurred during _l ,ead time and we face 
unusually large shortages prior to the planned delivery. 
This is formul ated as a single period model. In r eal sys-
terns the first model would be part Df the routine stock re-
plenishment computations. 
The second mod e l is appl icable only when the system 
has gotten into t emporary trouble due t o unusually large 
demand 1 or l oss o f s tock 1 o r when making :i nitial procure-
ments on new items. To formulate a routine lead time op-
timization mo del we can modi fy any of the c onvention mod-
e l s in t he litera ture by a dding t h e decis i on va~iable t. 
We assume that a normal lea d time, TN, is available at no 
11;1. 
extra cost . a~d tpat the cost of reducing lead time by t 
time units is c(t) . We then replace the fixed value for 
lead time ~hrqughout the model with TN - t and add the cost 
term c (t). This -results in a modified· model · to . b e ootimized 
with respect to the original decision variable s and t. · 
For example, consider a very s i mple approximate mod-
el a$ shown fn Figure 22. The objective is to minimize the 
cost of holding an inventory which is adequate to insure-
that the probability of one or more shortages in a cycle is 
les$ ,than P ~ . If b~e normal lead time, T I N and the lead 
time deman~ distribution are known, we can find arr· optimal 
t as follows. The -·holding cost is approximately [~* + b] IC 
where b is the buft"er stock requi red to keep the probability 
of .s.hortage down to P. .The cost o f reducing lead time i's 
c(t). Recall b wi_ll be- a funct i on of lead time, lead time 
demand and ~ - The r~order · point, r, will be equal to b 
plus . t.~.e e;>cp ec,ted· lead time demand , AT . The variable cost 
. . . 
<tependen t upon t . is , 
K = c(t) + ICb(t). 
,; 
Suppose for example that c(t) = 200t2 , the l ead time 
demand is normal with mean At a nd vari ance t 2 , A = 20, 
IG ~ - 4P, P = .05 and TN = .5 . 
Now we know that to insure we have at most a .05 · 
chance _of shortage du~ing le ad time when the demand is · nor-
m~lly distri buted ,we must have stock on hand at t he time mf 
order of at least th~: mean lead time d emand n l us 1.65 stan-
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times the standard deviation TN - t. We can now write 
K = 200t2 + 4 0(1.65) (.5-t). 
Solving for the t which yields ~i~imal ~ co~ts, we fi nd, 
t* = .165. 
A single peri o d model f or expedi ting would be a fai rly 
simple modi f i cation of the model abover but we would use 
the actual value of inventory position instead of the re-
order point in the calculations. Allen and D'Esqpo [5] 
present an analys is where an option e xists to e xpedite 
delivery at a fixed extra cost. They determine an opti-
mal policy for making a dec i sion whether to expedite1 but 
the analys is is l imited b y i ts assumptions. Generally , 
optimal i~ventory polici es minimize l ong term expected 
cost so there will often be specific points in time where 
improbable events have occurred and reme dial action such 
.,~.§ .• e)~ped;j._ting_. will :r:esul t in additional savi!lgs . . The fre-
qu~_~cy with whi ch such situations ari se in cons trained bud-
get systems , such as the military inventory systems, is q uite 
sufficient to warrant further inve stigation. 
7.3 Multiple Source With Different Delivery Patterns 
Generally , an inventory manager has several sources 
for stock replenishment . It will be pure ly acciden tal if 
all sour9es offer the same delive r y conditions . Some work 
has been done in considering multiple source procurement, 
notably the paper by ·W. J. Fabrycky and Jerry Banks [6] 
which cons iders a multipl e source multiple item i nventory 














s ource so_ely on the b asi s of lowest it.em cost~ I:t :is 
ob vious from the considera,ti_ans O'f th.e previous· c;hapte·rs 
that del.ivery conditions c:an .influence tota~. cost in a 
significant. fa s hion. It may be cheaper ove.r all to pav more 
for the i terns to get favorable· de:l.ivery, partic1!1lq;rly when. 
the demand has a high variance to mean ratio or when t;t:te· 
system is in short supply. Unfor.tunate·ly·, purchase rule-s 
generally pre.clude applyin.g such enl.ight~ned management 
procedures. Dramatic changes in bi.d evaluation ground 
rules wp..uld be required . No attemot is: made here to con ... 
sider this fa,c·et of the invent:ory problem in de.tail., Sev-
eral of the previous mode.ls can be a:ppli.ed in appropriate 
s·i tuations. At wo.rst, it may be feasible to com~ute and 
comp-are· the minimum cos.t per unit time for e:acp- available 
sau:r;ce of supply, and choose the source associated with 
the lowest of· these minimnms o 
Some comments on the Fabrycky-Banks. paper are inc:lud'ed 
here in orde.r to provide an interface between the problem 
they approach and the problem of delivery variation. They 
consider the problem of multiple items· with multiple s·ources 
and give a dynami c programming technique for solution of tne 
determini s.t i c demand and lea d time c ase. Their pape.r has an 
obvious a p p l i c a t i o n to t,he p.ro blem of relaxing delive·ry 
assumptions , althou:gh f o r each "source•• the co:nventipna1 
deli very ass umptions are made. A separat e order cos·t, unit 
p rice, lead time and deliver y · rate are· assigned to e.ach 
"sourae ••" uu $ource " i s pLaced in quotati on marks, since 
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"source" in their formulation c a n as well apply to various 
modes of deli very . from a single manufacturer, and provide's 
a method both for choosing between distinct sources and 
···between delivery option·s from a sing le source. It is di:...' 
rectly applicable to choosin~ optimally between sp~cific 
alternative delivery schedules for which various lead times 
and delivery rates ·are available at different order costs 
and unit prices. · 
Continuous mode l s can be fit into their dynamic pro-
gramming model b y inves tigating a set of fixed options and 
then . reinvestigating another set of more finely spaced op-
tions in the vicinity of the minimum cost parameters. This 
procedure can be continued until the desired degree of 
accuracy is obtained -. 
. , 
... ' 
~ ' ' 
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CH]\PTER 8 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The r e is much work to be done in the area o£ relaxed 
. ' . 
delivery assumptions. · Unfortunately, it does not seem 
].ikely t hat any genera l cohesive mode].s will be forthcoming 
in the near future. Uni fi ed treatment models become ex-
'•. 
',;- ceedingly complex and intr act able. The only feasible ap-
preach at present appears to b e t o generalize delivery as-
sumptions by setting up alternative models with different 
"' l 
~ssumptions about the delivery conditions. 
; __ i 
:! 
.:~ Appli cable models with more than one stochastic param-
.- :~ eter are always difficult to hand l e . Exa,ct models can be 
.; 
formulate d onl y when very r e s t rictive assurnotions are made 
about the distribution s o f the r andom variabl,es . Approxi-
'f. 
mate sol uti ons to models wi th simpl i f ying assumptions made 
as required for .alg·ebr.aic an<;l statistic·al t :ractabili tv crft.en 
end up far afield. The major nrob],em is that the assumt)ti·ons 
are dictated by mathematical convenience and not by the na-
ture of the model . It may be muc:h more di f ficult to assess 
the impa c t of s uch assumpt i ons thap. t o ass .ess the impact of 
.assumption s which a re made about t he model prior too any 
attempt a t s olution . 
Approximat e model s whi ch are de:termi·ni .st.ic o.r incor-
·.-... por.at.e only s imple probab i listi c ccmsid~rat,i,ons may pro-
vide a ma nager wi th o p erat .i o:n pol ici~s whi ch are far s u pe-
ri1 r t o t he t echniques p revi":'uslv us ed . 
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The basic ideas approached ln t his paper were · that ·de -
liveries may be p has e d over t i me , t ha_t receiot (production) 
may ~e a stochast i c process as wel l as is~ue (demand) , 
that the manager may h~ve control over certain p arameters 
usually taken as given (~,T ), a n d t h at the min imal cost 
policy may depend on t~-~ _de li very conditions a nd options 
as well .as the con~itions usual l y t aken into a ccount. 
There are severa l tenta tive con clusions tha t can be 
made based on the models and i deas i n this p ap e r . The 
conclusions drawn a r e : 
1. Phased del iver y wi ll usually result i n l arger or-
der quan tities and l ower cost. 
2. The greate r t he inventory manager ' s control over 
the de live ry condit i ons t he cheaper a s y stem can 
be run . 
3. Shorteni ng lead time has a direct e conomic value 
in stochastic s y stems and i s often worth paying 
for. 
4. When the ~anager has t h e option of de te rmining the 
size of de liver i es a s t he contract prog resses, the 
model wi l l reduce t o a standard de l ive ry model 
with an adjusted co s t of o r der. 
5 . Stochastic orde r q uanti tie s are unlikely to effect 
the opt i mal order po l i cy significantly unless the 
distribut ion i s ve ry s k ewed or unless l ead time is 









6" D.nJ..es-s- constrained, the· optimal co.m1t:rrac:t: :J!lS'ltiacili. 
a c.o ntract. f or the- longest per-iod whi.clt c.o~,n 
se-ns·e and. tbe exo.genous co.nst:r-aints; allow;. 
7 ~ It is o:fiten possible to. cal.c;ruat·e the· O;p:tima,l 
shipment. siz·e w-i.th :t.n a smaJi] errar hy. l!lS>ing· a 
modi.:fi.ed p·urei:hase oos:t . in tl!le· st:anda.rrd' io:firdi.t:e 
delivery r a t e models;. 
ment Io:t! size. is. an incre-a .sdi.n.g f\mc:tion oJr B~ the 
the· c:ontra~ct p l .a cement <t:o·sdt., w:h . .i]e: c:antra.ct dura~· 
un:imfi uence<d: b;y, B'. 
9;. Whe.n de~i ve:rJ.y cqnd~ tions vary among supplier" s · 
in. cboo,s.ing. the "'Iow-b.i¢1". The· smallest un.i t 
price may no.t indicate the mos.t economical sou:r.ce. 
10 ~ Fract.i.onai deli very models, wh.ere· fixed o.e.rcent-
age s of the o rdered qu:ant.ity a~e de.l . .i.vered at. 
fixed intervals.~ do no.t re:s--ul t in a. change fronh 
the one- lot deli very order quan:tt:i ty,. i .f short~q:es: 
are not allowed o.r are exceedingJlLV .. ra.re· ~ 
l.l .. ·I n probabi l is.t .ic phas.ed deli vel!:y models eacll de-
li very lot should be s·Iight~y li..arq;er t:han the 
demand expected prior to the next del~veey since. 
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- th'e increasing variance due to stochastic >demand 
·{and delive-ry) wi-ll require deeper . safety stock 
td ~aintain comparable protectiori against stock 
out~-· and achieve . minim lim cost. 
The subject for this paper was suggested - b y the 
author's experience - in ·inventory management in : the U. S. 
Navy Supply system. The Armed Services have become more 
co·s-t conscious - in recent years, and· are among ·the leaders 
in computerized scientific inventory management. The scale 
of operations and t h e dollar volume makes even ' small per-
·· - ~enta~e savings ' significant. There is a broa~ range of 
' i tern ·char<icteristlcs ·represented and a wide s·election of 
- .c:: deli ver·y .t c:onditions . There is an obvious need for exten-
.. sion of- the · conventi on-al delivery ·assumptions .·to take ad-
vantage of the unconventional delivery opportunities 
ava-ilable. Of parti cular interest is -the desirability ·of ·~ 
annual' contracts ·ca-l ling. for phased deli very to keep the 
coh~~actin~ cost down without raising on hand inventory 
This paper represents a first assault on the problem. 
It is - clea~ that -the ~odels and techniques proposed have 
consider:anle limi t 'at ions. However ~ they provide a start-
in~ point fro~ ~hich to ~roceed. It ~s .also hoped that 
-some provide a means to determine whether the anticioated 
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analyzed under the assumption that the exact quantity ordered 
was delivered in one lot, at the end of a p robabilistic or 
deterministic lead time, or, alternative l y , that receipts 
are the direct result of a continuous, fixed rate production 
process. In this paper , the effect of relaxation of these 
assumptions is considered. It is quite common i n large 
i n ventory s y stems to have the total quantity orde red delivered 
in increments phased over time. Contracts providing for 
delivery of short or excess quanti ties within tolerances are 
also frequentl y encountered. Production rates may be 
stochastic due to work stoppages, the diversion of resources 
t o meet higher priority requi r ements and other external fac-
tors. A f amily of models, with a variety of del ivery con-
ditions, are presented. The optimal operating policies and 
costs of these models are compared to the policies and costs 
res ul t ing from models with conventional delivery assumPtions. 
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